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Albuquerque, NevT Mexico, Friday, July 19,
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THE NEW GERMAN LUNGE

CITY

F0RRIS
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WHOLE NATION IS

IS "

REJOICING OVER

IES, TAKE VILLAGES AND
BIG. VICTORY OF

r

TOWNS, CAPTURE THOUSANDS

YANKEES ABROAD

OF BOCHES AND MUCH BOOTY
ALLIED

Boys Who Went Over the Top
and Are Still Smashing
Their Way Ahead Bring Joy
to the People at Home,

COMMANDER IN CHIEF HAS

WASHINGTON OFFICIALS ;
SCAN REPORTS EAGERLY

TAKEN AGGRESSIVE ON IMPORTANT

SCALE BETWEEN AISNE AND MARNE
French and American Troops Dash in Brilliant Fashion Across
Positions Held by Kaiser's Troops and Sweep Everything
Before Them; Teutons Are Meeting With Serious Reverses
Along
Front; Yankees Alone in Region West of
Soissons Account for More Than 4,000 German Prisoners,
Thirty Guns and Much War Material; Fleeing Hordes of
Enemy Are Reduced to Mincemeat by Rain of Machine
25-Mi-

(Y

From the region west of Soissons
to the northwest of Chateau Thierry
American and French armies have
n
a strong offensive against the
Germans which possibly may have a
marked Influence on the future of
the world war. In Its initial stage the
movement has been rewarded with
great success.
All along the twenty-fiv- e
miles the
French and American
troops have
dashed In brilliant fashion across positions held by the Germans, killing,
wounding or capturing thousands of
the enemy and taking towns, villages
and large quantities of guns and other
war supplies.
Nowhere, according to last accounts
from the front, haa the enemy been
able to stay the progress of their
be-gu-

although

to, on

The
front between Massigcs (Fig. 1) and Chateau Thierry (l'lg. 2) Is t!ir mw of the greatest battle of the war tlit supreme effort of
e
Germany to capture Paris. Menux (Fig. 3), of the principal strongholds of the Allien before Paris, Is under bombardment by the iierniun
naval guns. The slurs show where American troops are taking part In the great buttle.
long-rang-

I1X'8S.J

counterattacks
e

.liUs-'M-

CAMP KEARNEY TROOPS
HAVE REACHED
tmr

monnins joubna'..

In

the

tending southeastward across the ocfrom
Soissons
to
region
Rheims with Chateau
Thierry Its
southern apex, but possibly would result in the capture of thousands of
Hermans operating there, many of
them comprising the best soldiers of
the German emperor's armies.
So fast has the advance progressed
that already French and American
troopB have reached or are astride
several of the Important roads of supply for the German armies in the
south, particularly the linn running
from Soissons to chateau Thierry. l,t
Is not Improbable by reason of this
fact and the Inability of the enemy
Instantly to remove them, that further large quantities, of supplies will
be taken.
Six miles
was the deepest point of apparently
penetration made bv the
allied troops In the first day of fighting. This was at Buzancy, south of
Soissons, which they captured and
passed through eastward. At severat
other points distances of from four
to five miles were reached from the
original starting lfhe. At Soissons the
Americans and Frenchmen came to
within a mile of the city. Altogether
more than twenty villages fell into
the hands of the Americans and
French all along the battle front.
Teutons Arc Being Hold.
All along the fronts on both sides
of Rhelms the entente troops continue to hold the Germans. East of
Rhelms the French have recaptured
Prunay. but south of the Marne In
local fighting they have lost some
further ground. The German official
communication asserts that In this
region-succesattended the German
cupied

s

efforts.,, .
Southwest of
In
the Amiens sector, 'the Australians
have again smashed Into the German
tine, this time on a front exceeding a
mile in length, capturing guns and
.East of Heburterne the
prisoners,
British also Improved their positions.
The Germans are continuing the bombardments of various sectors held by
the British In France 'and Flanders.
Villers-Rretonnou-

.

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.

INTERVENTION

IN

SIBERIA

''

MOKNIm

JOU.H.L

PROBABLE

incitl L1..1D

WISH

Toklo, Sunday, July 14 (by the Associated Press). Ja panes newspapers
insist that the United
States has
made a proposal to Japan, fonoerrt- .
Sim-la-

available.

., ot:

Emperor William

Watches Opening-

-

of New Offensive

tV

MONNINS JOURNAL tPCCIAL

LCABCD

ll

Amsterdam. July 18. Emperor
William watched the opening of
the latest German offensive from
an advanced post northwest of

Rheims, his favorite correspondent, Karl Rosner. writes.
"The emperor," says the correspondent, "listened to the terrible orchestra of our surprise
attack and looked upon the unparalleled picture of the projectile raging toward the enemv positions."
"The emperor," continues Rosner, "who desired to participate
In the battle from its very beginning amidst his fighting
troops, went dunng tiie night of
July 14 to the region of the IrtW
pending battle and spent the
night in an advanced observation
post."

CARRIER PIGEONS
PLAY IMPORTANT

PART IN BATTLE
MORNINS JOUSNAl

APICAL

liAMD wmt)

On the French Front In France,
July 18 (by the Associated Press).
Notable work has been done by allied
aviators during the new German offensive. The bombarding, observation, and battle planes have been constantly busy and the mastery of the
air has been maintained throughout.
The air forces constantly harasses
the attacking columns of the enemy
and supplied Information from moment to moment to the French staff.
One of the principal elements which
worked toward bringing the German
offensive to a halt was the splendid
of the transport and information service.
In Champagne Lorry drivers passed
four days and nights without a moment's repose, hurrying troops from
one section of the line to another,
often under heavy fire.
Carrier pigeons proved most Important in the Champagne fighting
where the French advance posts were
often cut off from the main body.
The birds constantly brought back
messages concerning movements of
the Germans. In one instance a pigeon

New brought a request that French artilwith lerymen fire on a position occupied
Sat- by thelrown comrades, because the
por- Germans were surrounding them. The
gunners complied, mowing lanes in
with the German waves. Their wonderful
showers north and east portions; Sat- accuracy of aim spared' their comrades, many of whom made their way
urday generally fair,
back.
IjOCAL REPORT
The enormous losses of the Germans during the crossing
of the
A summary of local weather conMarne must have been fully equalled
ditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours end- In the Champagne sector, where their
ed at 8 p. m. yesterday follows:: Max- assaulting waves were hurled vainly
imum, temperature, 45 degrees;
against deep barriers of barbed win
range 36; temperature, 87; under the fire of hundreds of machine guns,
oyftwert Wind; clcafy - .
Denver, Colo.. July 18. For
Mexico: Friday partly cloudy
showers and cooler east portion;
urday generall fair, warmer east
tion.
Arizona: Friday partly cloudy

NETS THEM

Thousands of Machine Guns, 50
Cannon, 3,300 Prisoners Taken
by Americans South of Soissons

AMERICANS JOIN
HANDS TO BUILD

(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire)

FRONT

not disclosed.

re-

came
gion West of Soissons
4.000
prisoners, thirty guns and much war
material. Additional large numbers
of captives and further great stores
of guns, ammunition and other war
necessities were taken by the French.
Before all the positions of the Americans and the French their guns and
machine guns cut to pieces fleeing
hordes of the enemy or bands which
endeavored to withstand the onrush.
Heavy Mow at (rcrruans.
The blow, probably long in its inception, is being aimed at territory
vital to the Germans
territory the
capture of which not alone would
mean the forced retirement of the
Germans, from the entire salient ex-

OP FRENCH

liamo Mt

mteiAL

if jc' jJ.itUrt:tw.ltt
flrv im
t..aiinsji!tvjihv
cial confirmation Is
prise occasioned by the unexpected

attack had worn away.
To the Americans alone

FRANCE

Camp Kearny, Calif., July 18.
Several thousand soldiers from Camp
Kearny have arrived In France, It
was announced officially here today.
The men comprised the June automatic replacement draft. The exact
number and date of departure were

in

American History,

le

(I'miuted War Ijpad by the Associated

blurted

seas Write New Pages

le

Gun Bullets.

Yft'e

Smiles and Hand Grips Are Indulged in as the Boys Over-

Petain's Men Take Germans
by Surprise and Smash
Their Way Through Enemy
Lines; Take Prisoners,
.

C?r

JOUMAh SPBCtAI.
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is. The French
London,
July
have gained from two to four miles
front on
everywhere on the
tho
their offensive today between
Aisne and tho Marne. according to reLondon this after
ports reaching
noon.
The French have captured several
thousands prisoners and about twenty
guns.
The French move this morning ap-- .
peared to have been a surprise to
the Germans. The manner In which
this surprise was accomplished may
best be Judged from the map which
shows a great area of forest covering
the ground behind the French lines.
Under cover of these forests General
Foch has been preparing for some
time for the present move.
The Germans are reported to
have made slight progress north of
St. Agnan in the district southwest
of Dormans but their progress has
been slow.
The maximum penetration of the
French lines since July 15 is six miles,
according to the latest reports,
i North
of the Marne the Italians
have retaken Olairizet. two miles
northeast of Bligny, the advices add.
French Strike ut Daybreak.
All the way from Belleau to Alsne
the French attack was launched at
daybreak today. It was what the
British call a "full dress show," with
every department, every weapon
available in play, including the new
French mosquito tanks.
These tanks did excellent work at
some of the most difficult points.
"This is the moment Foch has been
looking for," said a military authority
here today," and if all goes well his
counter-attack
splendidly executed
should bring the whole German offensive on the Rheims sector to a halt

With the American Army in France, July 18 (By tho Associated Press). The American troops up to noo:i just south
of Soissons had captured 3,300 prisoners.
Fifty cannon had
been counted and thousands of machine guns.
Northwest of Chateau Thierry the Americans captured
large numbers of prisoners and an equally important quantity
of munitions and stores.
The captures south of Soissons in the way of stores were
immense and included some airplanes which the enemy was
unable to remove, so swiftly did the storming troops sweep
prisoners and many guns still remain to be
thrpugh. Many
,
counted. "
,

UP TRADE ABROAD

U,

S, Manufacturers
Form
Combination! to Begin, at
Once the Development of
Trade With .Foreign Lands,
tmt HMMIIII JOURNAL.

IOAL LI'AVO WINS?

New York, July,' 18. For the first
time fn history
merican manufact-

urers have form. ail a combination to
develop foreign trade, according to
an announcement; here tonlwht by the
allies industries . corporal hm. Forty- four mill ownurs, whoso
domestic
sales aggregate Jinntially $1.00,000,000
have given the corporation authority,
Its statement said, to send) agents to
Central and South American, Cuba,
Puerto Rico, the Dominican republic
and the Philippines ami the Straits
SjHX'lal Leased Wire)
Settlements to Introduce their goods.
Tho combination was
gram which real
unconfident der authority of the rare effected
aviator
"Companion
enacted
ntly
o
Quentin landed unhurt."
law, v hlch allows
"I have Just received a cable from manufacturers to join forces for the
who went over with puniosos or
my
foreign markets
the marines and who had been inva to American opening
trade. In Scldition to the
lided to Paris," said the colonel. Af- "pushing" American goods abroad,
ter giving the text of the cablegram, the corporation assejted, the plan
the colonel continued:
a reciprocal encourage"Of course we cannot bo sure yet contemplates
ment of foreign tradjt? activities here,
that yuentin's companion was correct. particularly
for Central and South
However, if he was, it means that American products. , permanent exCJuentin landed behind the German
position, already eablished In this
lines and is a prisoner."
city, will exploit Anoerican manufactured goods intended for export and
foreign articles see king Import. .
Firms so far allied with the corporation include makijis of textile goods,
heating and llghtljig systems, chemicals, leather and ruhber articles and
toys. In their tmhalf agonts will
start late this month for the regions
mentioned, with authority to extend
long credits to responsible foreign
Importers.
JOURNAL APICAL LIAMO Wlftll
.ml MOMNIN
The allied lnrtustrl.es corporation Is
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., July
headed by Alfred I.: DuPont of Wilis. The movement to bring
mington, who recently purchased the
about the nomination of Colonel
Grand Palace, to which the manuRoosevelt for governor of New
facturers exposition, soon will be
transferred.
York by the
republicans, took
definite form late tonight after
the session of the state convention when Attorney General Merlon K, Lewis, chief rival of Governor Whitman, issued a statement announcing ho would withdraw if the colonel would become
a candidate.
(,'oincldentally a round robin
was circulated by the
faction of tho party headed
ON
OVER
Barnes, urging the
by William
In
to
enter
colonel
the primaries.
n. short time it had received sev-

Quentin Roosevelt, Reported
Missing After an Air Battle,
May Be Alive in Enemy Prison
(By Morning Journal
New York, July 18. Lieut. Queintln
Roosevelt, reported misHlng after an
aerial encasement over the German
lines, probably landod unhurt and la
a prisoner in the bands of the Germans, according to a cable message
received toninht by his father, Col.
s
Theodore Roosevelt,
Colonel Roosevelt said, on his arfrom
Saratotta that
rival here tonight
he hart just received a incssaKe from
his
Surgeon Major Richard cableDerby, who Is now In Paris a

Webb-Pomeren-

Move

STIRRING NEWS

i

Launched to

Run Roosevelt in
Governorship Race

FROM WAR ZONE

SPURS TRADING

,

APICAL LUIU WISH
1ST aoHNINII JOURNAL
New York, July 18. The stock
market assumed bullish proportions
today on the stirring war news, the
of the
brilliant counter attacks
French and American forces.
Trading was the largest and most
varied of any session for the last
fortnight and the many substantial
gains were held, despite occasional
selling for profits.
United States Steel as usual overstocks, contributing
topped all other
more than 2 5 per cent to the total
its
final price of 108
at
transaction;!
of
which represented .a net gain
'
.'
8
3
points.
PeBaldwin Locomotives, Mexican
troleum, Industrial Alcohol, American
Steel Foundries, Reading and Canadian Pacific embraced the other
prominent stocks at extreme gains
of three' to five points.
Sales amounted to 610,00ft shares.
French municipal were the feature of the firm band market, Paris
Total
S's advancing three mats.
sales, par value, aggregated $0,100.-00Old t'tiited States bonds were
unchanged on call.

Immediately."
The French have reached a point
menacing the most Important German
railway centers which feed the entire
front west of Rhelms. The French
artillery is now within easy shelling
distance of these railways and should
be able to make life miserable for a
large section of the German army.
May Cut Off Ifun Supplies.
Military men attach great Import-ano- e
to the lateral railway tines
around Soissons and say that if General Foch can get his artillery Into
eral hundred signatures.
position to keep these lines out of action he will make the movement of
Call for 270 Negroes.
the German supplies in the whole
sector between Rheims and Chateau
Denver, Colo., July 18. A call foi
Thierry impossible.
270 negro registrants of Colorado to
On the extreme east of the recent'
entrain in the five-da- y
period beginGerman offensive the French have
from
August 15 was received
ning
their old lines for a distance
Washington today by Provost Marshal
miles.
or
four
of three
John Kvans of Colorado.
North of the Marne the French
have regained the whole of the Ttols
wood and the village of Ventoull.
MARCH IS KNIGHTED
News from the other sections of the
was
The
Germans
front
BY BRITAIN'S KING
good today.
.have nowhere made any progress and
several of their attacks have been
(V MOMNINO JOURNAL BPICIAL LIABI WISH
U. S. IS PREPARED TO
broken up with heavy losses.
Washington, July 18. King George
West of Rheims the French have
SEIZE SURPLUS STEEL has awarded the Knight's Grand Cross
regained an Important bit of territory
of the Distinguished Rritlsh Order of
on the bank of the Marne river, which
St. Michael and St. George to Gen.
enables their artillery to enfilade a
wmt)
uuu
r.m
imi
jou'naa.
onin
Peyton C. March, chief of staff of tho
'
long stretch of the German lines.
an18.
was
It
Washington, July
American army.
non-wIndusall
that
nounced today
of slate
Viscount Mllner,
tries consuming steel will be required for war, today sent secretary
the following telHORVATH AND CZECHOby the war industries board to submit egram to General March Informing
inventories as to stocks on
SLOVAKS ARE AGREED sworn
of the award:
hand to Director of Steel Supply him"I am
happy to have the privilege
The government Is preReplogle.
of
you that his majesty, the
informing
to
lT MONNIM JOUWHAL SPICtAL LtAUD WIND
necessary,
commandeer
if
pared,
pleased to
Peking. Tuesday. July 16 (by the any surplus stocks to meet war re- king, has been graciously
confer upon you the Honorary Award
Associated Press). General Horvath. quirements.
commander of the
The announced war requirements of of Knight of the Grand CroBS and of
forces in Siberia, Is reported to have 21,000,000 tons for the last half of the Order of St. Michael and St.
reached an agreement with the mem- 1918 represent carefully revised fig- George."
bers of the Cxecho-Slova- k
forces. The ures presented by the allies. General 'Lord Reading. British ambassador,
March
latter. It la stated, will proceed to the Pershing, the shipping board and all also called to - notify -General
;.
Jot the.honoragencies using steel.
westward by way of Manchuria. r
2,

0.

,

ar

kl

war-maki-

'.,'

ASSESSMENT

BERNALILLO

IS

M

Santa Fe Terminal Assessment Divided Between This
County and Curry; $300,- -

MOANIN

JOURNAL (MCIAL

ItARID

Washington, July 18. The heart of
the American nation was In Franco
It marched and fought
tonight.
proudly with the boys who went ovtr
the top this morning and still were
gallantly smashing their way ahead
besides their French comrades late In
the day.
It was a tale of splendid victory and
daring that news reports and even
tho terse official
statements told.
Hour by hour the extent of the victory grew. What the full effect of
the blow will be can not be estimated
until details of the action alcng the
whole
front from Chateau
Thierry to Soissons from which the
are
surprise attack was launched
available.
It was clear beyond mistake, however, that in the rush of the first dav
of this answer of General Foch to the
German attack east and
west of
Rhelms, the enemy had been placed
in a position from which he may have
great difficulty in extricating himself.
.Not only may the German effort west
of Rheims and south of tho Marne be
wholly nullified, but all they have
icenm pllshed since the batUe, of the
Aisne began months ago may be overturned.
No Time to Calculate.
There was little effort here today
to measure the scone of the Franco.
American stroke. Officers were too
vitally Interested in the swift development of the attack as it was unfoldod.
bulletin by bulletin, to devote much
Mme to cold calculations Such as form
the basis foe military predictions.
It was the Instant news that held
them, from General March to the
Junior staff officers and the war de
partment was a place or smiles and
hand grips as the boys overseas
wrote new and
(lorloua
pages In
American history.
had
Raker
Secretary
difficulty In
holding himself to a cool, unhurried
expression, as he dictated to the newspaper men late In the day a statement
summarizing Oerteral Pershing's brief
reports. Supplemented with the news
dispatches, the Official account re
vealed, however, the full thrlillnfr
story of the dash against the enemy
delivered with such
am
such a complete surprisegallantry
that it swept
over tho first German lines apparent
ly wunoui' wavering and rushed on to
objectives deep In the territory tho
Germans have held for months.
.
Mcmag-Closely Scanned.
During the day Secretary Baker,
General March and war department
officials spent much time over the
messages. They read every detail of
the accounts brought in over press
wires and time after time all other
business halted while
the swiftly
changing battle front was traced out.
Until late In the night officials were
eagerly receiving every report that
came in.
Mr. Raker's statement paid Instant
homage to the dash and gallantry of
the American forces and his elation
as well as that of the officers' who
surround him was clearly written between the lines. The , statement,
which summarized General Pershing's
reports as received up to 3 o'clock
this afternoon, follows:
The war department has received
from General Pershing," Mr. Baker
said, "official confirmation of the
opening of the counter
along the line Indicated in the news
paper dispatches.
American troop
are participating both as comnlet.
divisions and as units In association
wim the French.
"The first objectives seem every- wnere to nave Deen attained. So accurate count has been made but It is
clear that many prisoners have been
taken and many guns and much waf
material captured."
Foch lias Sufficient Force.
The most promising consideration
of the counter attack, officers believe,
aside from renewed
proof of the
fighting qualities of the new Amert-ra- n
armies, is the fact that General
Koch now has sufficient forces to un- ,

off-i.i-

loose a major
Mow today is

v

counter stroke, for the

nothing less than that,
however limited It fixed objective
for today may have been. The suIs Added to Rolls,
preme commander now Jias shown
clearly that a definite turning point
has been reached where his resource
TO MOBNINR JOURNAL1
In men and
(SPCCIAL CORRIAPONDtNCt
munitions are great
Santa Ve. July 18. Tho assessment enough for him to assume at least an
of Bernalillo county is $21,019,099, as aggressive, defense. .. ..
J
counter stroke
against $20,910,143 last year, accord- willWhether theIntopresent
an Allied offensive,
enlarge
ing to the tax rolls roceived yesterday can not
be known until the events of
from Albuquerque, being the sixth of the next few days are
known. If the
tho twenty-eigh- t
n
county rolls to be present
thrust
received by the state tax commission. should realize all the possibilities seen
In
It
by observer abroad and fore
The hearing thus far held of appeals
by the tax commission will add $300,-00- 0 the Germans out of the whole Aisne
Marne
salient It seems highly probthe
to
terminal assessments of able here that General Foch might
the Santa Fo were divided so that feel warranted in expanding that uc
Bernalillo county is credited with a cess through offensive operation on
million dollars and Curry county with other fronts. A narrower construction
on today's events fixe the stopping of
half a million dollars.
the German drive weat of Rheima M
The tax commission before adjourning authorized Chief Clerk Rupert the purpose of the Allied attack. In
in
the
Asplund to assist
preparation that case it la already certain that
of the budgets of eight more counties, what was accomplished today will ga
Mora, Colfax, Union, far toward ending any menace thej
San Miguel,
Quay, puadalupe, Lincoln and Otero, German assault may attll have,"k
Britlah May 8trlke.;
and he will leave on Monday for Las
It waa suggested tonight .'that a,
Vegaa to begin his tours. He haa Just
completed similar work in the (even thrust on the British front on a wider
scale than tnythlnf attempted, tlvKf
southeastern counties.
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Boston Cotton and
Rubber Garden Hose

L OYALTY

AT

HOI

r

EXTRA S FECIAL FOR SATURDAY AT 9 A. M

IS DEMANDED BY
COL. ROOSEVELT

1 OOO

If you want a good hose let us sell you the Boston. We
guarantee every piece we sell.
'
.
'

INN.!.

SPEECH

' .1

"Ottumwa AH Steel"

Former President Pleads for a
Lofty Idealism in Life From
Men and Women Who Can't
Go to the Front,

lawn mowers;
Screw

With Simple Single

Adjustment

115-11-

"IF ITS

36 Inches

G.

WE 1IAVK IT?

HARDWARE

0. RECONVENTION

"Teddy" Is Given a Rousing
Welcome as He Enters the

Y. M. C. A. NEEDS MEN FOR ITALY
l.usinrss men. physical directors, social
490 men for Italian Army
secretaries, educational secretaries volunteer today. Write, wire or
call, 720 Caples Bills., Kl Paso, Texas.

V

since the great German assault began
last March might develop as a companion piece to the
effort. In that cse, it wan said. It
would be clear that the tide of battle
had definitely turned and the
drive of 1918, their greatest military effort of the war and the cam-tu
paign on which they had counted
achieve victory by arnia, had been
Franco-America-

n

tier-ma-

ALLIES EXACTING

n

A

HEAlTl OF

GERMAN1
GOVERNMENT

TO TAKE

CHARGE OF MEDICOS
,RY MORNINO

JOURNAL RPCCIAL LEASED WIRK)

London, July 18. Within the past
three, months the number of German
submarines destroyed has been greater than during any similar period
sinco the beginning of the war. Depth
charges have played an important
part in ending activities of
Details of the sinking of three German submarines recently became
known in London. A British patrol
boat on a moonlight night sighted an
enemy "submarine about half a mile
a way. She was apparently recharging
her storage batteries.
"By the time the boat had reached
the spot the submarine had disappeared. The Itritish craft immediately dropped six depth charges. Quantities of oil came to the surface soon
afterward. The patrol boat was able
to rescue only one of the enemy.
PUBLISH FACTS ABOUT
While on patrol duly "somewhere"
THE AMERICAN PERIL off the east coast a Uritish submarine
sighted the periHcope of an enemy Xboat. I'.elore the German could subBY MOHNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASC0 WIRC
the llrltisher had rammed it.
Paris, July IS. Several south Her- merge
German caine almost to the surman.- papers,
on the Tho
commenting
carrying the lirltish submarine,
American successes In ccuuter attacks face,
sank. The
along. Finally the
demand, that the Herman high of- Itritish submarine
whs not damaged.
ficers publish the fat ta cweming On another day British,
and German
'the American peril," us, U is evident submarines played hide and seek for
that they now hold the people fh Ig- nearly half un
each
maneuver
hour,
norance of the "new danger to Her- ing for a position to attack the other.
man military success,."
The Britisher finally fired a torpedo
- A majority of the principal (iciman but missed. A few minutes later the
papers continue to ignoro the exist- second torpedo went home. There
ence of the American army in France, were no survivors.
nitcceiises
dismissing the American
with a few lines.
CY

MONIN JOURNAL

!! WtRtl

RCr:AL

The governWashington, July
ment is about to nssume control of the
entire medical profession in thn United States to obtain sufficient doctors
for the army, und at the same timt
to distribute those remaining to the
localities or service where they arc
most needed for civilian work.
ThiB mobilization is to he accomplished either by enrolling all doctors in a voluntary service corps under pledge to accept whatever service,
military or civilian, is assigned them,
or if the voluntary plan Is not successful, by legislation
nrnvidlnp for
drafting them into service. Medical
believe
officers of the government
conscription will not bt nccosmry.
18.
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10 MEN MISSING
DRIVE OF ALLIES
LWB WIRK)
The AmeriWashington. July
can steamer Westovar, an army supply ship manned by navy men, was
torpedoed and sunk in tho war zone
July 11. whUe bound to Europe, the
navy department was advised tonight
by Vice Admiral Sims. Ten officers
ami men of the crew of ninety-tware missing. They are:
Assistant Paymaster Robert HerUJV

M0MNIN4 JOURNAL

VRRCIAI.

IS.

On the French Front in Fiance,
(by the Associated Press).
When the entente allies, attack be-

July-- . 18

at

dawn today the Germans were
surprised and offered slight resistance in the advanced lines, many
immediately throwing up their arms
and shouting "kamerad."
I he
fire preceded
Thjj barrage,
bert Halstoad, Lansing, Mich,
wyiks. of infantry but one of the
Ensign Ralph Dillingham Caldwell,
heaviest storms of this year drowned Woodsfords,
Me.
the noice of the shells.
d
Chief Machinist's Mate Frank
Most of the Germans had taken
llolloway, Washington, D. C.
shelter In their dugouts from the de
Seamen: James Brown Estis, Hart-wel- l,
lug and the entente allied troops
Ga. ; Austin Clyde Wilson. Mun- were among them with grenades and ie, Ind.
bayonets before they had time to
Firemen: Bryan Deal, London, Tnd.;
turn around-ManHarvey
Harrison, Noblesvllle, Ind.;
Edward Lewis Griffin, Baltimore,
prisoners are coming In.
disMess Attendant John Cole, BrentThe entente allied troops are
playing the utmost fervor In the at- wood, Md.
a
Water
desire
their
Tender Wilfred
to
strike
tack,
being
Joseph
strong blow In return for the recent Herey, Ashland. Ky.
No details were given in the navy
German assault.
It Is the first occasion this year department's announcement and the
that the entente allies have counter circumstances under which eighty-tvv- n
attacked on such a big front. Their officers and men of the crew were
operation directly affects the position rescued aro not known. Nor was
of the German western flank and there any announcement as to whethcause
the German er the submarine was sighted and
probably wil
crown prince to hurry, some of hie fired upon by the armed guard on
reserves to the scene of the fthtlng the steamer.
The Westover was of 4.270 net tonfrom the Marne and the Champagne
where yesterday and today everything nage and wasonlast reported nf an Atlantic
port
May 27. She cam
was quiet.
The Germans have widely announ- from the Pacific cont, hi.vlng sailed
ced that their armies were engaged from Tacoma and Seattle April 22.
was 410 feet long and 54 feet
in an offensive war movement. This She
broad.
operation gives them the other side
ot such warfare in which the allies
TURKS HAVE HOPE OF
have taken the initiative.
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Amsterdam, July 1S. "Turkish pol
icy Is at present entirely dominated
by a desire 1o possess tho upper hand
In the Black sea," writes the Balkan

e
correspondent of the Nleuwe
Courant, "and practically
Kotter-damsch-

nothing else Is discussed in the Turkish press and leadimr nolitical cir
cles.
"The proposal that the Russian
fleet raptured at Odessa and Sevastopol shall be handed over to Turkey
Is warmly supported by tho whole
press of the capital. The grand visier
told a deputation recently that the
porte was busy negotiating with Germany with a view to the realisation of

this universal national desire and that
every effort would bo made to that
end.''

t

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Advertise"
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"We Do What We

I

other
strongly to women than did anyshowed
party and did so becauso it
tho opportunity for the individual.'

COLO DEMOCRATS

Philadelphia; Gcorgo

Fisher, Care
Uogers, New York City; Joseph Gallcgos, Talpa, N. W.; William C. Jackson, Kushvillo, Ind.; Vedo Kubiachl,
Tonopnh, Nev.; Samuel K.
Pittsburg, Pa.; John C. Lovoll, Norborne,
Mo.; Henry It. Tyled, Manlius, N. Y.;
Oscar I j. Ulgren, Jamestown, N. Y.
Died From Wounds.
Corporal
James E. Fltzwilson,
(Y MORNIN JOURNAL RPICIAL LRARtD WIR
S. C; Privates Frederick
Washington,
Storage, coal and
July 18. The army Charleston,
R. Runt, Tannersville, N. Y.; Karl M.
casualty list today "shows:
all kinds of wood.
Killed in action 14; died of wounds Coston, Hillings, Mo.; Jesse B.
Andalusia, Ala.; Paul J. Flor-in10; died of disease 6; died of accident
Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Charles E.
and other causes 2; wounded severely
20; wounded slightly 1; missing 4. Lanier, Decatur, Ala.; Joseph
Pigbo, Italy. Frank K. Snvder,
Total D7,
Fairfield, Conn.; William 1'pton, PhilPrivate Joseph Gallcgos, Talpa, adelphia;
okey Vnughan; New Ford, Died From Accident and Oilier Causes.
New Mexico, was killc In action.
Va.
Corporal Ralph C. Taylor, Mount
The list:
IMeil of TUscaso.
Pleasant, Mich.: Private Herbert I).
Killed in Action.
Cook Scott Mifldord, Sumer, Mo,;
Detroit.
Sergeants Carl C Carter, Fresno, Privates Charles K. Ducas, Trenton, Whulen,
Calif.; Eudcll M, Dustier, Kansas City; N. J.; Desllo G. Morrow, Ponsk, AlWilliam F. MrFaddon. Great Rend, berta, Canada. William
O.
Watts Teil it through the classified
D.
William
Hot Klsbcriy, Mo.; Frank M. Wcnzel, LitKansas;
Travis,
columns of The Journal. Re
011 llrign-nl- l,
Springs, Ark.; Privates
tle Falls, Minn.;
Philip Whitford,
Geneva, N. Y.j Itocco Di Scinscio, Saltcrs Depot, S. C.
4ultn nro ouick and certain.

AZTEC FUEL CO.

of Nonor

Roll

Ie,

American Casualties

Jewett Fire
Brick.
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July IN. Congressman Benjamin C. Milliard, representing the first congressional district of
Colorado, which comprises the Cits
and County of Denver, was "read out"
of the democratic party by a resolution passed by the roiinty assembly
of his party, meeting here today to
nominate, candidates in tho coining
election.
The action was taken, the resolution
says, because of Milliard's record in
since war was declared.
congress
About 3(10 delegates are attending the
all but three particiand
assembly
pated in the standing vote taken on
the resolution. Tlje resolution follows:
"Tho democratic party recognizes
considered as
that no man should
eligible for nomination on the democratic ticket unless his loyalty and devotion to this nation and his knowlaro beyond
edge of its necessities
question.
"Hecause of his record during the
present session of congress, wo do not
feel that any official democratic assembly should fail to repudiate thf
record of the representative in congress from this district.
"Therefore, bo It resolved, by the
democratic assembly of Denver, that
we regard the record of Benjamin C.
IHIIiard, representative in congress,
of the City and County of Denver, Is
heartily disapproved and denounced."
No endorsements of candidates was
made by the assembly which adjourned late today until Thursday next
when county nominations will be
made. Delegates were selected for the
democratic
state; assembly which
meets here Monday, July It"

Dtnver.

Colo.,

jiac-ciocc-

Phone ....251

a,
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Saturday Ends This Important

Sale!

Money-Savin- g

Specials for the Last Minute Selling!

Serviceable Petticoats

See These

Middy Blouses in a Sale

These

Specially Priced
Splendid quality material, fast colors,
well made garments which will give
satisfactory wear. Priced low, considering present market conditions.

convenient and practical garments are here in assortments which
contain every wanted size in the newest styles.

IiOt No.

Lot No.
Lot No.
Lot No.

Regular $1.75; Sale Price
Regular S.00; Sale Price
Regular :.:(); Sale Price

1

lot

No. 2
Ijot No. 3

SI. lit
$2.25
$2.1tt

I

2
S

Values to $1.50; Sale Price
Values to $2.25; Kale Price
Yultic to $2.75; Sale Price

8c
SI.1U
St.ltM

1

18.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y
"Politics is patriotism on July
the Job,"
declared Miss Helen Varlck Roswell,
executive secretary of the organization of the republican women of the
state, in delivering the women's keynote" speech at tonight's session of the
republican state convention. She was
tho only womun speaker. Her address also marked the first occasion
in the history of the state when a
womun addressed a convention of one
oi mo nig parties on terms of equality with men.
Mer address in part follows;
"The keynote of this convention is.
naturally, patriotism and service, Women are here for the first time as
working parts of a political convention In this state. They are here because their patriotism has been so
expressed in service that the men of
New York gave the one great "recognition of that patriotism and that service that lay in their hands to
she,
equality ot opportunity and of expression in the political life f our
state.
"The men of New York have ceased
to restrict the women to the four
C's of the kaiser r'church, child) en,
cooking and clothes." They have accepted and will use ta the advantage
of the state our aptltudu for governmental as well as for home work,
"In the great state of New York
where wa have had our first 'enrollment of women voters, the figures
show more new republican tlinn democratic voters of the state. The answer of the enrollment list In that the

Bird seed mixed right here. Of
scoria that are Just right. There Is n
difference In Bird Seed. Plume 16 delivered any part ot the. city. On out
regular deliveries. Per pound SOcta.
ana it's worth.
E W, lEC
republican
17,

$1.29

SEE SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAY

Hall, Showing That He Is
Popular in Empire State,
Saratoga. Springs, N. Y., July 18.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt delivered a stirring patriotic address before
tho republican state convention here
today. Ho did ijot, however, cither
discuss state
publicly or privately
politics. Although he was given a
most enthusiastic reception no attempt wag made 10 stampede convention into nominating liim for gover
nor.
The fact that the colonel had de
clined to talk on slate issues became
known generally about tho hall be
fore he delivered his address and
plans for a prolonged demonstration,
with stampeding potentialities were
quickly changed.
Is Received Warmly.
Tho colonel was received warmly
as he strode down one of the main
aisles with bands playing "The Star
Spangled Banner," an dtlie crowd on
foot cheering. These reached theif
height when he declared that "the
sinking of the Liisitania was the firing on Sumter of this war" and Uj
if the United States had declared war
at that time "we would have had a
couple of million men across seas
months ago, Russia would never have
broken and the war would have been
over now."
Tho colonel adhered closely to his
prepared speech .except on one or
two occasions, notably when ho appealed to his hearers to perfect their
ideal of citizenship. At no tlmo did
he refer to tho death in France of
his son Quentin, but his audience felt
he had this keenly in mind when he
.
said:
"In this great world crisis, perhaps
the greatest In the history
of the
world during tho Christian era, when
tho events of the next few years will
profoundly Influence for good or for
ill our children and
our children's
children for generations; surely in
this great crisis where we are making
sacrifices nnd making ready for sacrifices on a scalo never before known;
surely when wo are rendering such
fealty to the idealism on the part ot
tho young men sent abroad to die;
surely we havo a right to ask and to
expect a loyal idealism in life from
the men and tho women who stay at
home.
Loftier Idealism Here.
"Our young men have gone to the
other side very many of them to
give up in their Joyous prime aJl the
glory and all the beauty of life for
the prize of death In battle for a
lofty ideal. Now while they are defending you, can't we men and women at home make up our minds to
try to insist in public and private on
i
a loftier idealism here at home?
am asking for an idealism which shall
find expression beside tho hearthstone and In the family and tn tho
councils of the state and nation.
"And
ask you to see that whon
those who have gone abroad to en
dure every specif s of hardship, to risk
their lives, to give their lives when
those of lliem who live come home,
that they shall come home to a nation which by our actions have made
a nation they can be proud to have
fought for and to have died for."
Besides Colonel Roosevelt's address,
the convention listened to a patriotic
keynoto speech by former Representative J. Sloat Fa.ssctt, elected him temporary chairman, named platform find
credentials committees and received
and referred to the platform committee several resolutions. One of these
demanded that Cnitod States Senator
Wadsworth support tho federal suffrage constitutional amendment or resign. Another called for a referendum on Sunday baseball.
The platform committee subsequently elected Miss Mary Garrett Hay of
New Vork as chairman, she being a
compromise candidate acceptable to
the rival factions. The platform
committee continues at work tonight.
I'OMTH S IS PATRIOTISM
ON Till: JOH, SAYS WOMAN

Designs

Sold Regularly and Worth to $2.00 the Yard
YARD
ON SALE-FO- R
.

North First

7

All

Wide-I- n

s

ADDRESS DELIVERED AT

Raabe & Mauger

Yards of Newest Novelties

Foulards
Fancy Silkstheand
Latest
and Stripes

LAWN SPRINKLERS

A
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AIRPLANE

AT TRAINING
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Linen Crash Toweling

ACCIDENTS

Extra Special for Today,
for

GAMPS

3 yds.

SPECIAL LIA4CO WlRRl
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San Antonio, Tex., July IS. As a
result of injuries; received
Monday
when his airplane
Cadet
Joseph S. Peters, died at Kelly field
came
Peters
Infirmary today1.
here
from Dong Reach, Calif., but his fr-nir- r
h
0 yvas at
gtarkvillc. Miss.

Remnants Sale

50c

Good quality Linen Crash, some all linen, others
aro just part Jinen. While they last, .1 yards for
50c.
Quantity limited to each customer.

The season has left us with many short
lengths and odd lots in some of the most
desirable fabrics. We can't afford to
keep them in stock any longer. On sale

Saturday, at

Regular Prices

One-hal- f

slde-sllnpe-

iiiiiiiiiiinii

,

San Antonio, Tex., July IS. Flying
low their plane collided wilh a
dee. Second Ueut. Cary j, Waples.
Hyde Park, Mass,, and First Dieut. T.
H. Ilighley, both of
Kelly field, fig.
ured in an unusual accident ten miles
from the field this morning.
Waples
Was killed Instantly, , while
was uninjured. The aeroplane Highlev
fire after the collision. Waples'caught
wifo
has been living In San Antonio several weeks.
so

Phone 283,

West Central

313-31- 5

Detroit Dark Bed Beet seed fm
Planting now, Green Pod Stringiest
Itunch Reims. Ked Vale ntine Rum li
Hemis.
Kail-IhLettuce several sorts.
social sorts. Turnips Purple Top
Whit,. Globe. Mall orders HliipiH'd
1;. y. FKE.
promptly.
Ii

Our Country needs
now

15,000,000

Power

GOLD MINING.
Good man who wli: ,ln-ve- st
from $ti00 to $5,000 in eo-oeratinir irtilil ttilnlno nnirnllAnu t.,itv.
my own Patent Machines,' which will
WANTF.D

Klcctriciiy
."".

save all the gold right at the mines.
You become
of the mines,
machinery and patents, nnd share In
the earnings. Investment iwilj
better than 300 per cent. Dividends,
every month. Addjwss, B. R., care

lay-ou-

, CHANCES.
opportunity 1s now offered parties who will invest from' $150 up,
whereby each $300 will repay $10 per
day NET profits, or about $200 per
month payable monthly, without ln.i
hor on your part. You Invest, we do
the rest. Apply at once, addressing
Ci
pjore
C, ewe. JvurnaV
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Is going to. ftirni.sli the

The firwer
Electrically

It.

grind his. coffee

The Baker will mix his dough
,
Electrically
will
Butcher
The
grind and slice,
his meat Electrically

Journal.

I

!'

!

greater part of
Will

er

MA LE HELP WANTED.
WANTED Few good men who will
Invest $ r. 0 nr more each In enterprise and work In the business at 1.
good salary. Income from Investment
and salary amounts' to Interesting and
t,
profitable
of about 1200 per
month. Address A. A., care Journal.

1

right
Man

Don't go another day without that Electric
'Power you need. Don't feel reluctant about
putting your small requirements up to 'US.
Talking it over with us costs nothing. We will
gladly help you work it out large or small jobs.

Albuquerque Gas
"AT YOITR SERVICE"

'K

'

,.'(,(

Hi)

.

--

Man-pow-

er

This does not Imply buying new machines. What
you have can be. driven Electrically. The change
can be made quickly and. the new way will nay
for itself. .

& Electric CW

'

The Storekeeper, Merchant, Manufacturer, Contractor, or any other Business Man will save his
man power (or supplant that which he has lost
by" the war) by doing things Electrically.
Is the most expensive thing in the
world. Electric power is the cheapest and most
dependable.

.
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You Have Bought
Your Winter Supply of Coal

Special Sale Saturday, the 20th, and Monday
"
the 22nd
10 Watt Tungsten
15

20
25
40
50

Watt
Watt
Watt
Watt
Watt

Watt
75 Watt
100 Watt
200 Watt
GO

--

THREE

LAYS BARE HUN

CRIMES

II

III

Tells of Atrocities by German
Beasts in the Trenches;
What Canada Is Doing and
What War Reallv Means,

If

:

Tungsten
Tungsten
Tungsten

$1.25
('

Tungsten....

l.iiilit;
Worth $l.:0
Hon 5

Tungsten
Tungsten, Carton

5

Gas Filled Carton
Gas Filled Carton
Gas Filled Carton

5

worth
worth
worth
worth

$1.50,
$3.25,
$1.00,
$2.60,

1
1

$1.75
$3.50
$1.10
$2.20

Sold Only in Straight Cartons of Five Lights

Every One Tested and Guaranteed

Electric Globes are sure to advance before fall as the
prices we offer in this sale are less than old price. None
delivered (unless messenger fee added).'

Whitney Hardware Co.

R. F. MEAD, Manager
307 West Central

Phone 76

19, 1918 '

o

CANADIAN

An opportunity is now offered you to buy in
- your winter supply of

Higrade Electric Light Globes

Friday, July

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS
AT THE THKATRHS TOI.V.
' "B" ThraU'r
"La Tobch" will be
repeated today, with Pauline !red- erick as the star; also the comedy,
"Rough House." with "Fatty" Ar- ruckle as the funmaker.
Crystal Opera Jlmnw Dark.
Meal Theater Dark.
Mme.
Theater Popular
Lyrie
Olga Petrova will star In "The Life
o
of six
Mask," a special
reels; also a comedy reel.
' Pustimo Theater
William Fox presents Theda Kara as the star in "The
Kcse of Blood"; also the two-reKeystone comedy, "The Snov Cure."
super-feattir-

el

AT THK "B.

One of the most popular of all
operas, Sardou's "La Tosca," is Pauline Frederick's latest Paramount photoplay. It is to be shown at the "B"
theater today for the last time. The
story of the young singer who avenges
her .lover's torture and the Insults to
herself by .stabbing old Baroji Scarpja.
chief of police, and then, finding that
her lover has actually been shot In
spite of a promise to the contrary,
leaps to her death from the parapet
of the castle of St. Angelo, Rome, is
loo well known to be given at length,
hut suffice it to say that an excellent
cast. Miss Frederick's acting and the
direction of Edward Jose promise excellent entertainment for all.
The management is also repeating
the comedy, "Rough
House," with
"Fatty" Arbuckle in the title role.
AT THE I.YniC.
Physicians say the somnambulist
does things in his sleep which he
daren't do when reason guides his
One's subconscious
actions.
mind
becomes active and the most conventional of people place them In the
or behind prison bars.
rnndhonse
"The Life Mask," Mme. Petrova's
third picture from her own studios,
details the anguish of a beautiful
bride who suspects herself of the
murder of her husband. Five reels
of thrilling action and suspense in
tervene between the crime and its
unsuspected solution at the very end
"The liife Mask" Is at the Lvric for
today and tomorrow.
Thomas Holding plays opposite the
is
the
r.tar, Wnydham Standing
"heavy," the story is by the author of
Na"To M. L.' Q.," and it is a First
tional Exhibitors' Circuit release.
There will also be Bhown an interesting comedy reel.

'lima miiiniwinii rwlSaiH
S'

w niiiiwiwii ml J
at the J.yrio tlM'nler

Will apM'nr
and tomorrow.

lives of czars and priests,
scribed
however, it goes into the heart of the
Russian people, and shows what they
were doing whllo their government
was being overturned. It is more real
and more vivid than any of the historical dramas of today which have
been filmed.
Miss liara plays the part of Lisza
Tapenka, a peasant girl who marries
As she has allied herself
prince.
she is conwith the revolutionists,
called
upon to get rid of enestantly
mies of the people, and she accomplishes her purposes.
the
When they finally
demand
death of her husband, now primti
minister, she is in a quandary. She
linally obeys the will of the people,
howrver, and brings about kis de-

struction.

Don't fail to see this William Fox
production, if you like the exciting
nrt novel.
There will also be rendered a Key
stone comedy of two reels. "The
Snow Cure."

ALLEGED

SLAYER

AT THH PASTIMK.

Theda Hara Is at her best in her
new picture, "The Rose of Blood,"
OF BALDUINI IS
which is at the Pastime theater today
and tomorrow. Rarely has the noted
star attained the heights of emotional
success which she reaches in this
HELD AT EL PASO
picture. Ndr has she often had a
vehicle which affords such opportunities for varying moods, conflicting
emotions and changing expression.
"The Rose of Blood " is a stor" of
the Russian revolution. Instead of
A negro
thought to be William
concerning Itself with the circum- - Brown was arrested
In El Paso last
night as a suspect In the killing of
Rafaello Balduinl and the stabbing of
two other men in the Balduinl &
Puccl saloon here on Christmas eve.
The message to the police last night
from El Paso gave no details of the
arrest. It said the man would be
hold for Identification and would, if
found to be the right man. brought to
without
Albuquerque
requisition.
There Is a reward of 1500 for the ran- ture of Brown.
Louis pucci and A. Bennedittl were
the other men stabbed.
Brown in
Said tO hflVA entpr1 tha Wrf h
street saloon on the evening of December 24. After entering
he is said
to have picked up some bottles of
whisky from a front window. When
this was discovered Balduinl. Puccl
and Bennedittl surrounded the negro.
The latter then forced his way out
by
stabbing each ofthm ti
of Balduinl. who was stabbed three
You'll
um
in me rignt s:de of the chest,
proved fatal. None of the men in the
saloon saw the knife held hv the n.
Bake Another Cake gro.
Chief of Police J. R. Galusha and
after you've tried these. The.fi what Police Sereeant
.
-V . xt. Mm.,.
On
of our custom era told her friend. at the saloon shnrtlv , ...inc. u uinveu
. t.
Aad she knew what she was talking bing but could find no trace of him!
about, for M first she waa decidedly jus xar us coum pe learned no one saw
skeptical regarding any baking done him from the time he left the saloon
outside the borne. But Why pralst door. Brown is said by authorities to
our baking? Try some plea an be an
cake and you'll do the praising.
Enemy Plane Raid Parts.
Paris. July 19. Several
planes attempted to raid the Paris
district last night. The air defenses
were put Into action Immediately, says
the official statement, and the batteries opened fire.
The alarm was given at J 1:6$ and
'all: clear", at Ml:40 a. tn.
.

Never

PionccFOatery

Journal Want Ada bring result

Probably the most vivid verbal picture of the war yet presented to an
Albuquerque audience was drawn before an audience of approximately
800 men in the Prexhytertun church
last night by Private W. K. Coilinge)
of the famous Canadian Seventh battalion, who saw three years active
service and was for nine months engaged on the western front ns a

ill

bomber.

Speaking in a straight-forwar- d
manner the soldier told of the entrance of Canada into the war, her
sacrifices and how the Canadiuns

bore themselves under the most trying circumstances.
"Canada has a population,"
he
milsaid, "of approximately seven
lions. Today she has sent to the war
428,000 men, or an average of one
man in every three. You will think
from this thut Canada Is lucking for
uf.tvtnt h i ny at Ikimim Tliia ta nr., Ihu
case. .Last year her wheat crop was
50 ner cent larger than evei- - before.
iWhy? Because every woman and
child, and every man that is left, 1b
determined to win the war ajid they
all are down on their hands and
knees working to that end.
Huns Devastate Convent.
','One of the first things we saw after entering active service, which
showed us the kind of a foe we were
fighting, was a convent that hud been
vacated by the Huns. When we entered we saw that everything, with
the exception of u single cricut'ix had
been torn down ami ruined. The windows were smashed and doors hung
by one hinge. We heard a low nioun
from a room at the rear ,and started
to Investigate.
"When we got into the room we
found six dead women and one who
was Just about to die. From her we
gathered the story. The Huns had
taken all but the seven away with
them. They had been outraged and
mutilated before their death. One occupant of the room was a very young
woman. She was pinned to the floor
with bayonets through her hands uud
legs. Her breasts hud been cut off.
Death had been a blessing."
"One thing that was typical of the
Germans was their outrageous treatment of the wounded. We went at one
time into a burn. There we found,
nailed to the wall with bayonets, one
of our sergeants. He was dying but
there was a smile on his fuce. The
Germans had tried to get military Information from him but he hud
chosen death as a treat rather than
to betray his country.
"In other places we found our
wounded men with their arms and
legs severed, and with pins and needles stuck into their eyeball. Others
had thrown
told us the Germans
hundfuls of salt into their wounds.
Still others hud their abdomens ripped with bayonets. That is why we
Canadian don't take prisoners.
The Asylum After a Hun Vlnit.
"We were given a short rest period
and found that the only place thut
could, provide us with a bath was a
former asylum. Muny is the time
have wished I had let the bath go and
not seen the inejde of the asylum.
Thpre we fonntl thjlt Ihn uuvltitn
had been reconstructed Into a hos
pital, in it were any number of wo.
men from mpi'p irirls rif fiftAon
aged women. They were French and
Belgians. Home were aying ;rom dls- 1

years.
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A

is a positive waste

to put up with the old,
time consuming, back breaking methods
of dusting,
and
floors.
woodwork
and
It is
cleaning
polishing
a waste of money, too.
There is an easier way. A quicker way. And a
better and far more economical way. The saving you
make in brooms alone will pay for the cost of the
new way.

Study the contrasts shown in the pictures above.
They tell the story. Banish the old way. Adopt the new.

brings the new way the quick the easy the better
the economical the pleasant way of dusting, cleaning and polishing all woodwork and floors in your
home. It does all these things at one time. It makes
it easy to clean those
places. It gives
floors a high, lasting polish as you dust them.
hard-to-get-- at

.

Polish Mop (Battleship Model)
Try the
at our risk. Simply deposit the price with your dealer.
He will deliver the mop to you. Test it for three
days, if at the end of that time, you are not delighted
with the work it does and the work it saves, your
.
1M1
inuncy win De returned witnout a question.
O-Ce-

1

dar

.

11

.

Channel! Chemical Company
Toronto

Chicago

j

London

mil!

jP

-

vama

ww

In these days of conservation
of time and work old ways must
give way to new ways. .

outrages', others were nbout
Muny were mutby German bayonets. Then, too,
were little 'tots from a
baby to six and eight
These poor little creatures had
arms and feet severed by the

rtomhing Volunteers.
"Soon after entering
the front
lines an officer came down the line
and said he wanted 126 bombing volunteers. We all volunteered.
We
were trained hut a short time when
we were told to attack the Germans.
We took two lines of trenches from
them. Only three were alive when
we called roll after the uttack. I was
one of the fortunate ones."
Here the soldier was IntermmAri
prolonged applause.
'Don't think I deserve credit " ho
said. "It was those poor boys who
gave their lives that deserve the
credit. They died for their country.
"That night the Germans cleared
the field of their dead and wounded.
ManV Of OUr hOVM WffrA tint rlvon KA
chance to die after being wounded
The Germans built a ,huge fire and
we heard the ripnth
rt
of our boys when they were thrown
Into the huge fire, before they were
dead.
"The German nt fhl. nlniu n,,nj
one of their dirty tricks. A soldier
.
Um.
WOuld ViMa hohlnif
1
Ana
'"
IIIC WUUIIU
ed and feebly call, 'Stretcher bearer.'
vur Drave sireicner men would die to
save a comrade and they always' answered the call. Whsn th
"riOugh the German would rise with
nis ruie ann tney were killed. '
"There, too, I saw one of our
ts
try to rescue a wounded German lieutenant. lie gave the Hun
water and even a little food before
starting to our trenches with him. He
was carrying n:m on his back.
As
they neared our wire the Hun
out a stillottn Atlll tttnhha.1 ....slipped
It...
tenant In the hack, killing him.
tiic t.in or uic Dugout.
Once we had lout irnna ir..
German trenchpa nftpi r,.u.n..a nr.
threw a bomb Into a dugout beneath
the ground and were surprised to hear
woman's sob. We
inn ft..
dugout There with the Germans was
a young gin oi
wno had come
..
frAm nn.
.1,1
uic nisi slumiuen
viic v..t 4h.
oi
France. She was ahortlv tn hnmnu a
mother. (Later she died of exhaustion behind our lines). She told ut
that for more than a year she had
been confined In the duarout by the
Germans and that the only time. they
had allowed her- - any clothing was
When she wan tranafarrtui fmm
dugout to another. During that
she had contracted disease and year
had
been SUhlnetoif tn linhpnrHnf
and disgrace by the Germans. I am
proua to say,, men, that none of the
Germans ever left that dugout. Later
r wan niipftttnfiAri tuith th
.
who' asked what became
the .office
ui me nermnns wno were in the flmr-ou- t.
Wo replied thai, U waa dak lu- -

ii iuj

now; wasting time i$
unpatriotic.

German

there

.a

Time is more tftan money

to become mothers.
ilated

rrm Lw

If!

il il
I

side and we supposed the Germans
had gone through the roof. This was
made a part of the official records.
"We bombers were Bent one night
into the German trench. After scout
ing around for a time the Huns sur
rounded us. We split Into two part
ies, one purty going
toward our
trenches and the reiai;,:ng' three of
u staying where we
were for a time.
There was a purty of Germans on
each side of us. I slipped to one side
ana threw a bomb. Then I sliuued
across to the other side and threw an- omer. soon tne two German parties
were oomumg eacn other and we
were sitting in between laughing. Our
laugh didn't last
however, because a bomb buretlon,
in our midst. One
of our fellows waa shot through and
through with shrapnel from the bomb
Another lost a foot and 1 lost my
Ight arm, my sight and suffered u
fractured skull. Our commander came
back from the trenches and managed
to get us behind our own lines. There
in our trenches the Ked Cross men
found that my arm had been poisoned
Dy tne nun uomu. no one of them
e
took out a
.and without an
anaesthetic (which could not be then
cut
)
he
obtained
off my arm above
the wound. Later ! waa moved to a
hf snlittl where I remained ten months
While in the hospital the Germans
entertained us with air raids but didn't do much damage."
"In closing his address the sold bit
made a strong appeal to the men io
get behind their government.
"After the war," he said, "there
will be room in America only for 100
per cent men. Don the khaki uniform
and support the flag of the red, white
and blue: because there's three colore the Germans can never make run.'
Collinge was introduced by Aldo
Leopold, secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce.
On next Monday he will deliver an
address .for the women In the Pres-

it1,

i

ii

if

Illll Pml kLx

or sung, uncover, stand and
remain standing in aulunee, until it 1"
finished.
Applause nt the coiu'luslon of "The
Star Spangled Manner" Js out of place.
Worn out and useless flus tihouid
be destroyed t y burning.
(I'rciMiml by the National Committee
A flag torn or frayed by the wind
of Patriotic Societies, Washor
weuther should never bo hoisted
ington, D. C.)
it has been repaired.
until
colors
the
are
the
When
passing,
This is a regulation of botlr the
if
if
should
a
halt
man,
spectator,
army and navy and should also be
walking, arise if sitting und uncover, followed by all civilians.
holding the headdress opposite the left
shoulder with the right hand. A
woman should stand attention as the
GIRL SCOUTS WOULD
flag passes by. When the flag is waving from a Stationary flagstaif or pole
HAVE ARMORY CLEAN
it is not saluted with the hand.
In decorating, the flag should never
be festooned or draped. Always hung
Members of the Oirl Scouts troopl
camflat. If hung with stripes horizontal, here are instituting a "clean-up- "
union upper left hand corner. If hung paign for the armory, where the scout
In
perpendicularly, union should be
meetings ure held. The girls have decided to create puhlio sentiment in the
upper right hand corner.
When the flag is carried in parade matter of keeping the armory clean
or when crossed with other flags, th and each organization which uses It
Stars and Stripes should always be at will be expected to do its own cleanthe right.
ing work.
Commercial I'so PorMtMon.
According to the scoutmaster here,
The law specifically forbids the use John Lee Clark, a member of the arof and representation of the flag In mory board, is in Bantu Ke, attempting
any manner or In any connection with to obtain funds with which to improve
merchandise for sale, The flag should the building, which recently has teen
be raised at sunrise and lowered at much in demand for public
sunset. It should not be displayed on
stormy days or, except when undej
fire of the enemy, left out over night.
Although there is no authoritative rulYOUNG APPLICANTS MUST
ing which compels civilians to lowei
the flug ut sundown, good taste should
FURNISH PROOF OF AGE
Impel them to follow the traditions
of the urmy and navy in this sundown
Applicants for the army who aro
ceremonial.
Primarily the flag Ir
raised to be seen, and secondarily, the !elow the draft age and want, to enthrough the recruiting station
flag is something to be guarded, treas- list
must show proof that they are at
ured, and so tradition holds that It least
18 years old, according to orders
should not be menaced by the darkness. To leave the flag out at night received by Corporal Paul T. Young
unattended, Is a proof of shif tlcssness, of the local station yesterday. Onry
men can be accepted
or at least of carelessness.
at the recruiting stations.
Must Not ToiK'li Ground.
An
affidavit from the parent or
Memorial day, the flag .should
..., be Ondisplayed
byterian church.
at half-mafrom sun- guardian, a baptismal record or birth
rise until noon, and at the peak from certificate must be shown as proof.
.
NOTtCK.
,V .
sunset. H shouldj.-obeing', Verbal, statements, as has been, the
I will not be responsible for any noon untilnever
be allowed to touclt case heretofore, will not be sufficient.
debt contracted by my wife from this retired,
Men above the draft age will be taken
ground.
- JOHN C. LYONS.
data.
Wltea "The lar Spangled ,Bannr"? at their word.

Flag Etiquette and
When to Pay Respect

Is played

KENNETH RILEY WEDS
MISS WILLA MALLOW
rspiciti.

Helen,

Mallow of Belen
Hlley and Wllla
were married In Albuquerque yesterN. Bullock,
Rev.
Ernest
the
day by
pastor of St. John'a Episcopal churcn.
e
They were accompanied to Alnuquer-nuby Elmer RuU and Jessie Mat-loa sister of the bride.
The party returned tq Belen for
dinner. Mr. and Mrs. Klley left fop
El Paso and San Mardal on a two
weeks' wedding trip In the afternoon.
Mr. Itulx and Miss Mallow accomas far as Socorro.
' panying them
Hoth of the newly weds are promt-n'tIn Belen. Mr. Ttlley is a son of
c. fP. Hlley. and his bride Is the
daughter of W. P. Mallow.
nt

.
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AlkaS in Soap
.

jack-knif-

st

'

n

oniren to hoshih wusnau
ti. M., July 18. .Kenneth

Bad for the Hair

Soap should be used very carefully,
want to keep your hair looking
its best. Most soaps and prepared

If you

shampoos contain too- much alkali.
This dries the scalp,' makes tha hair
brittle, and ruins it. '.
The best thing for steady use la Just
mulsifled 1 cocoanlit all
ordinary
(which is pure and graaselcaa), aad
is better than the most expensive soap
or anything- - else you can use.
One or two teaspoonfula will cleans
the hair and scalp thoroughly. 61m-pl- y
moisten' tha hair with water and
rub it In. It makes an abundance) of
rich, creamy- - lather, which rinses out
easily, removing every particle of due,
dirt, dandruff and excessive oil. The
and it
hair triea quickly
leave tha scalp .soft, and.tfi half fin
and silky, bright lustrous, flatty ana
v't
asy to- ManageYon can get mulsifled eocoanut oil
at any pharmacy, lfa very
P.
a fw ounces will aupply
rg saeav.
-

a.vnto

-

-
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Friday, July

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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Cords Are Scarce

STANDING

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL LKAOITJ.

L.

W.

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati

Pittsburgh
Philadtlphia

We Still Have

Boston
S.. Louis
Brooklyn

Goodyear Cord
Tires
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

2ti

4f
40

42

3."

4U

3!
2S

38

.083
.554
.517
.513
.481
.432
.423
.350

UT

.'is

4'
."2

W.

Hoston
Cleveland

"i

Now

4 4
4:1

i
4S

vork

L.
:;ti
40
v.i
4

I

Washington
Chicago
St. l.onls
Detroit

40
3!
Hi".

4

Philadelphia

HI

4S

4.'
44

INTO TERRITORY

TO VICTORY OVER

ST. LOUIS

REED BY BOGRES

CARDS

Pot.
.580
.045
.530
.512
.48
.470
4

3H

.39

WHERE THEYJPLAY TODAY

Timely Single by Doyle With Pershing's Men in Dashing
Bases Full Scores Two
Charge Sweep Everything
to
Sent
Before Them; Cavalry is
Zimmerman
Runs;
'
Into Action,
Thrown
Club House by McGraw,
MORNINO JOURNAL RRICIAL LRASIO WIRI1
r.Ci.L LtABID WIRtlbat-le- d
With the American Army in France,
New York
out a victory over St. Louis in the July 18 (by the Associated Press.)all
The
troops hud carried
ninth inning. A timely single by Doyle beforeAmerican
them by late in the afternoon
two runs.

Wf MORNINO JOURNAL

St. Louis, July

NATIONAL LlvXfil i:.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Hrooklyn ut Chicago.
Npw York nt St. Louis.

E. E. BLISS

AMERICANS DASH

NEW YORK BAT S

Pot

I.KAfil l'..

AMI. IMC.

In a Few Sizes

r.6
4ti

19, 1918

Our Extra Specials

18

with the bases full scored
and had proceeded so fast that cavalry
Zimmerman was sent to the club was thrown Into the action. All the
house by Manager McGraw in the American headquarters stuffs tonight
.
sixth inning for failing to run out a were well Inside the territory which
AMI'.ItlCAX LKACI-Kthe Germans held this morning.
Detroit at Hoston.
pop fly dropped bv Packard. Score:
The allies have reached, roughly,
Chicago nt Washington.
New York.
the line of Belleau, Courehamps,
St. Louis (it Now York.
AH. It. II PO. A.
Chau-BuSoissons, Chouy, Villers-HeloCleveland at Philudc?p;i!n.
0
3
Burns, cf
and
the
heights
dominating
0
0
5
iip ran, Keating and Hannah, Wallers.
Young, rf
4
2
4
Fletcher, ss
French cavalry has crossed beyond
4
2
:
St. lxmis
2
Hoston 3.
the
road
Doyle, 2b
ry
o
2
18.
won
the
l.onls
3
St.
n
Boston, .inly
to openings made by the
Zimmerman, 3b .
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
II
0
2
last name of t lie series. Bader.atnrtcd
forces.
Sicking, 31)
2
0
0
3
for Hoston and was hit hard for six
The greatest progress made up to
Thorpe, If
0
innbiRH,
Molyneaux finishing well.
Wilholt, if
latest reports was about ten kilome0
2
12
4
Score
Holke, lb
Ijos Angele-- 3: Vernon 1.
ters, or a little over six miles.
0
St. lOillH
4
,
Los Angeles, July
McCarty, c
After passing the third objectives
0
0
2
AH. H. If. PO. A. K.
Score:
It. H. E. Schupp. p
set for the operations of the morn1
0
1
0
3
3
0 Los Angeles
C
0
Maisr-17
3
:ih
Deruarce, p
ing, the Americans in
0
0
5
5
2
0
0
3
1
0 Vernon
Rariden, x
with the French south of Soissons
Austin, ss
0
0
4
Butteries:
114
Cramlall and Poles, Smith, p
a second powerful attack at
Slsler, lb
launched
4
I
0
2
noon.
Qulnn and Devormer.
pemmitt, if
4
1
o
3
12
8
If
Tobin.
35
5
0
I 4
!edeon, 2b
Batted for Deniari in seventh.
2
2
0
Smith, cf
St.
l.onls.
TEAM OF WILD CATS WIN
3
0
0
2
EE
AB. I!. II. PO. A. E.
Severeid, c
3
(I
2
Da veil port, p
5
VICTORY FROM RABBITS Heathcote, if
2
5
Fisher, 2b
3 3
6 1
a
4
Totals
Cruise, if
0
4
0
The Wihl Cats of the Fourth ward Paillette, ss, b
Boston.
HE GAVE
0
3
A
school defeated the Jack Babbits of Mcllenry, If
AB. Ft. If
3
4
0
the First ward school in a fast game Hetzel, 31
(tapper, rf
2
Ion
the itcynolds bull grounds yester Oriinm, lb
Sheun, 2I
3
2
3
day afternoon.
Strunk, if
llornsliy, ss
3
2
Few
errors ami brilliant
If
fielding ilonzales,
Hutb,
4
3
was the order of the day. Williams Packard, p
0
0
Molnnis, lb
Lost 28 Pounds and Could
3
of the Kabbits secured a three-bas- e
I)
0
Scott, ss
Doak, p
3
bit and two doubles and Marcus of
Bui'burr, 3b
Hardly Walk Tanlac
2
the same team swatted out two
5
9 27 20
.Mayer, c
2
35
Totals
2
Matteuoi and ICsponosa New York
8
Under, p
Restores Health
...liuo 200 303
WHO
played a brilliant game in the fiejd St. Louis
Molyneaux,
040 100 0
and also batted well.
zTrucsdale
and Weight,
e
hit Gonzales.
Summary:
1
Stortz, Allard. Gallier and Abbett Three-bas- e
zzSchung
hit Fisher, Cruise. Stolen
1
Wild
for
the
Sam-starred
:
Cats.
The
base Heathcote.
zzzMays
Sacrifice
hit
mies will play the American Kagles Burns. Sacrifice fly Rariden. Double
"A medicine that will get a man up
29 3 5 27 13 1 today.
Totals
Paule'.te
plays Fisher,
and Grimm; out of bed and increase his weight
z
Batted for Barbare In ninth.
Fletcher, Doyle and Holke. Bases on twenty-sipounds In a few weeks
zz Batted for Mayer in ninth.
balls (iff Hc.hu dd 4. off Packard 2.
Chevrolet Victorious.
time, is certainly well worth talking
zzz
Hatted for Molyneaux in ninth.
off
2. Struck out
Doak
j
18.
1'niontown,
By
Pa.,
Boy
Schupp
July
about and I'm willing for the whole
Score by innings:
Chevrolet today won the 112
mile ., ny uemaree l, bv Smith 1, by Pack- world to know that this is what TanR
St. Louis
010 031 010
ard
1,
i.
Doak
Wild pitch
By lac has done for me," was the char010 110 0003 Independent auto derby, finishing one Smith. by
Boston
ahead of Omar Toft. Chevro
Innings pitched By Schupp acteristic statement made by Christoe
hit Daven- minute
4
a
Summary:
Demaree-time
by
3,
let's
Smith
was
by
an
average
1:11:22.45,
Sacrifice
hits Tohln. Mnisel. of ninety-fiv- e
pher P. Jones, a grading foreman for
port.
by Doak 2
miles per hour. Kddie by Packard I)
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railScott, Strunk, Sbean. Sacrifice fly
was
llearne
th.ird.
Double plays Tobin to
Severeid.
road, living at 1522 McKee street,
Brooklyn 3; Chicago 2.
Harney- Oldfield won the internaBase on
Dallas, Texas, recently. Mr. Jones is
Gedcon; Oerieon to.Sisler.
18.
over Ar-- :
Chicago, July
Vaughn weaka prominent member of the Fraternal
halls Davenport 4, Buder 4. Moly- tional world'sin championship race.
in
ened
the
sixteenth
He
anil Hrooklyn Order
a five lap
neaux 1. Innings pitched Tiuder (i. thur Duray
of Eagles, also an active
a
scored
over
101
miles
hour.
victory
n
Chicago. Singles
Duray
per
Hit. by pitcher Hader (Slsler). Struck averaged
and is
throughout
.
.!
bv
Z.
Wheat.
r,
O'Miini
was
on
cut
the
forced
third
by
lap
out Davenport
2. Hader 1.
Wild
this section.
scored
the
run.
trouble.
Score:
tire
winning
pitch Davenport.
"Up to a year and a half ago," conBrooklyn,
tinued Mr. Jones, "my health wus al.
M D TJ T
Tt'
rt n. ik. II. x if. n I'd. ways
Yankee Pitcher to Steel Ixiaguc.
Cleveland 5: Washington 1.
good, 1 weighed one hundred
,
0
0 o and seventy pounds and hardly knew
New York, July 18. Allan Kussoll, Johnston, rf ,,,.-Wellington, July. 1 H. Washington
1
6
4
0
ss
0
6
was unable to hit Coveleskie wTillo pitcher for New York Americans, Olson,
my strength. But my stomach got In
0
Daubert, lb
118 0 0 such a bad fix that my food would
Cleveland batted Shaw and Hovlik has gone to the Sparrows Point team Z.
1
1
3
4
7
0
If
Wheat.
announced
sour and I commenced to have
hard. Wambsganss handled fourteen of the Steel league, it was
1
1
1
0
0
4
Myers, cf
spells and headaches. Then I defielding chances perfectly. Johnston here today. Manager lluggins de7
2
3
0
5
clared that Russell had severed his O'Mara, 3b
sciatic rheumatism and the
veloped
got three doubles.
1
5
0
5
R. II. K. 'connection with the club without the Doolan, 2b
7.0
Score:
pain in my left hip nnd leg was
1
M.
4
0
6
3
c
0
Wheat,
Cleveland . ..100 010 1115 10 0 formality of a resignation. Russell is
frightful. Sometimes ut night, wh?n I
1
1
4
5
0
7
1
the third New York American player Grimes, p
turned over In bed, the pain would
Washington ..001 000 0001
the
to
Point
the
O'Neill':
team,
almost make me cry, and at times my
Sparrows
join
Batteries: Coveleskie and
11
3
24
ami
48
i
69
Totals
others
Picinich.
Munroe,
being
head felt like it would split it ached
pitcher,
Shaw, Hovlik and
Fewster, infieldedr.
so bad. I was also badly constipated
rliicato.
AIT. Tt. II. PO. A.
and had that sluggish, tired feeling
Philadelphia
Chicago
2
0
0
0
Flack, rf
all the time. I tried numbers of treat1'nlversily Coach to Army.
Philadelphia, July is. Chicago and
ft4
0
0
3
ments, liniments, ointments and every
Philadelphia split a double-heade- r.
Lincoln, Neb., July 18. Dr. K. J. Hollochcr. ss
0
0
6
0
.
If
Cicotte's fine pitching gave Chicago Stewart, coach of the University of Mann,
kind of medicine I read of or heard
1
1
!i
15 0
to mineral
the victory In the first contest, but Nebraska football team, will leave Merkle, 11
about. I even resorted
1
0
2
4
out
7
won
on
Dugan's
dicf
to
but kept getting worse until
soon
an
Paskert,
Philadelphia
here
become
athletic
baths,
2
0
0
3
6
double with two on liases.
I had to He on the bed most of my
rector with the allied forces in Italy, Deal, 3b
7
2
It. (I. K. it was announced here
0
Score First game:
time.
today by the Zelder, 2b
3
9
000
0
000
0
0
201
0
t
Chicago
"When I took my first dose of Tanuniversity board of regents. Dr. Stew zBarber
0
2
0
0
0
Philadelphia ..000 010 000 1 2 1 art has been granted a year's leave of Wortman, 2b
lac I weighed only one .hundred and
1
11
fi
0
0
Cicotte and
Schalk; absence.
c
o
(latteries:
forty-twKilllfer,
pounds had , lost twenty-eigh- t
1
2
0
0
6
Gregg and McAvoy.
Vaughn, p
pounds and wheSi I finished
K.
II.
It.
Score Second game:
Vernon
of Tanlac I had gained
to
fifth
bottle
Sox.
atelier
my
White)
ft
2
000 000 0033
53 2 7 48 20
Totals
Chicago
It all back except two pounds. I now
Los Angeles, Calif.. July 18. Alfred
8
0
000
..100
0034
In
z Baited for Zelder
fourteenth. weigh one hundred and sixty-eigPhiladelphia
Devormer, catcher of the Vernon PaBatteries: Benz, Danforth, Shellen-bac- k cific
Score bv innings:
pounds and Tanlac has relieved my
team, has be'en sold
and Schalk: Perry and Perkins. to theCoast leagueAmerican
000 200 000 000
.000
Prooklvn
pain and limbered me up until I can
Chicago
league club, Chicago ..020 000 000 000 000
climb the tallest ladder ever built
and William Dell, pitcher of the VerTwo-bas- e
hits Zieder, could work on a scaffold if necesSummary:
non team, has been sold to the Cincinnati National league club, William Vaughn. Stolen bases Deal, Doolan, sary and can walk any distance 1
ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN
Fssiek, manager of Vernon, announc- Mvers. Paskert. Sacrifice hits toMann,
please and feel full of "ginger" all the
DooMerkle. Double plays Olson
ed today.
time. My stomach feels fine and I can
lan to Daubert; Zelder to Hollochcr to eat anything and as much as I wanl
baWft
4;
Grimes
on
Base
Merkle.
without it hurting me in the least.
Dickcrson to Kurnpr.
At Toledo 2; Columbus 8.
4: It
Vaughn 4. Struck out Grimes
was last May when I began on TanAt Milwaukee 7; Minneapolis 10,
New York, July 18. E. W, Diek10.
)
Vaughn
lac and after taking my first bottle
3.
At Louisville 1; Indianapolis
erson. who was itresident
of the
At Kansas City 4; St. Paul 5.
my pains began to leave me and
Western Baseball league, disbanded
0.
Philadelphia 1; 18.PHMmn'h
commenced to feel stronger and bettwo weeks ago. Is going abroad as a
Philadelphia-PiThe
Pittsburgh, July
I started back
ter. Soon I felt bo
secretary of the Knights of Colum- ttsburgh
Kgg Boxes for shipping eggs l
game went four ex- a to work and .havegood
kept It up ever
tt was antra innings, the visitors winning.
parcel post or express, one doen sl.o bus war organization,
since and I'm still feeling fine and in
nounced here today.
or larger. K. W.
and Jacobs both pitched well
my opinion there's nothing equal to
and were invincible with men on the Tanlas."
buses.
Tanlac Is sold In Albuquerque at
It. II. E.
Score:
Adv.
1
4
2 the Alvarado Pharmacy.
000 000 000 000 1
Philadel.

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.

FOR

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.
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Big Lot of Straw Hats
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Values to $3.50, While They Last
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Detroit Annexes First Contest
While New York Aggregation Takes Second; Walker
Hits Home Run in First,

H

1

.

1

DM

T

1

I

1

50c each

I

1

1

(.

.

OUT

'TIE

.

II

Big Lot of Forbush $6.00 and $7.50

I
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MONNINO

LIAIfO Winri

RPRCIAI

New York, July 18. New York and
Detroit divided a double header, the
visitors winning the first game aw?
New York the second in ten Inning.
Walker's home run with two on bases
nl the seventh decided the first game
The Yanks tied the second game in
the ninth on doubles by Caldwell,
Pipp and Bodie. In the tenth with the
bases full Baker hit Into the grandstand and Keating scored from third.
Hellman, Detroit first baseman, left
for San Pedro, Calif., after the second
game, where he will enlist in the
navy. Score, first game:
Detroit.

AB. R. IT. PO. A. R.

Bush, ss
R. Jones. 3b
Cobb, cf
Cunningham, rf
Veach, If
Hellman, lb ..

Harper, rf

rf

of
,.

Walker,
Coffey. 2b- Stanage, c
James, p

f.

1

2

0
o

0
0
0

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

1

1

10

0

0

1

..

3

2

2

Two-bas-

Two-bas-

T-

T

15

.

bil-lo-

Totals

27 13

J

1

New York.

AB. U. IT. PO. A. E.

Oilhooley, rf
Caldwell, cf
Baker, Sb

Pratt,

2b

4

3
3
3

..

Pipp, 1b
Podie, If

3
3

Ss

Pecklnpaugh,

Walters,

c

.

.

Thormahlen, p
xHyatt
Keating, p . .

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

1

1

1

C

4
0
0 14

3

n

I

o

2

0

0

2

1

!

1

0

0

4

0

1

4

1

0
o

0
n

0
0
0
0

ooo

.

xxMlller

1

0

0

1

5

(5

....

-

.

0
1

II

1

T.

1

29

Totals
x
Batted
seventh.
x

Patted for Keating

Score by Innings:

Detroit

27 13
in

Thormahlen

for

In

ninth.

000 010 300 4
010 000 0001

New York
run Walker.
Home
Summary:
Stolen bases Ollholev, Peckinpangh
Walker Sacrifice hits
Hellman,
Caldwell. Pratt. Double plays Stan-ne- e
and It. Jones. Base on balls

Thormahlen 7: Keating 1: James
7,
Innings pitched Thormahlen
Keating 2. Hit by pitcher Thormahlen (H. Jones). Struck out Thormahlen 3: James 3. Wild pitch
Thormahlen.

7.

Second, game:
Score:

Detroit

.

..101

"

000 000 0

H.
2

13

New York ..000 000 002
Batteries: Kalllo and Stanage;

-

IT.

K
0

12
'.'
10
Fin- -

....

13
02

1

Slap-nick-

rittsbui--

Only Two More Days
Today and Tomorrow

Close This Sale
THE BIGGEST MON EY SAVER FOR MEN
ON RECORD IN ALBUQUERQUE

There Are Bargains Left
in Things You Need
GET IN EARLY TODAY

SATURDAY WILL BE A BIG DAY
AND AVOID THE RUSH

1

The Live Clothier

SWIMS MARNE UNDER

DUKE CITY

Clothing Company
THE STORE WITH HONEST VALUES

Batteries: Jacobs and
and Schmidt.

v;V

6

Slap-nlck-

3
a

WAR NEWS CHEERED
BY IOWA DEMOCRATS
lav

MORNING

JOURNAL

(PtclAL LIAMO WISH

Des Moines, la., July 18. Discussion of a platform at the state convention of Iowa democrats was interrupted several times late today when
tho reading of bulletins on the American drive in France set the 900 delegates cheering wildly.
apResolutions finally
adopted
proved submission of the national
prohibition to state legislators; endorsed women's suffrage and approved the administration's conduct
of the war.
Vocational training for mlamed
soldiers also was advocated .and It
was suggested that loans on easy
terms bo made to returning soldiers
for building their homes.
The record in congress ot four of
Iowa's congressmen
Sweet.
Hull,
Haugen ind Ramseyer was criticized, and Governor Harding was
scored for supporting them, in which,
the resolutions said, he was "actuated
by a blind spirit of partisanship."
American Rocf Win.
Rome, Wednesday,
July 17. An
American relay team today defeated
Italian and British, runners in an 800
metre race In international games
held at
team
. "fhe American
was composed of Breen, Conn, Irvine
and Swivven.

Pitcher Report

for Army Inty.
AnJuly 18. Fred York
derson, pitcher with the New
Stats
for
Nationals, departed tonight
Field, N. C to report for military
service, July 2R, Manager McGraw
,
aannounced her today. .
. i
.
....I
!
Journal Want AO Win VMUltaV ,
St. Louis, Mo.,
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000 000 000 000

.

D, S. C.
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2
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M. Mandell

x.

1

4

Oxfords, $3.67

I
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Cleaners-Hatte-
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NORMAL

STUDENTS
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UNCLE
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FETED

MERCHANTS
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Fast Las Vegas, N. M., July IS.
The Commercial club Friday afternoon gave its annual picnic for the
summer students of the norman university.
Among the distinguished
guests of honor were Governor W. K.
and
State Superintendent
Llndsty
half-holida-

THE

WM. FAfift

Wholesale

COMPANY

Retail

Dealers li
AND SALT MIZAT8
a
Specialty
Sausage
Cattle and Hog the RuUni

FRICKH

and

Hudson for Signs j

TOR THE

MAN
t

V

'

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Fourth St.

and

Ads
. in

the
Albuquerque
Morning
,
Journal
Today
and
Every
Day
; They
L Bring '
Results

I

General Contractor
We are In a position to gWe 2
more value for the money than 4)
any other BUILDING FIRM la
una viuaiij.
Office With

i

PHONE

til

s

For Gold and Silver
Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For
A

and

I Wallace Hesselden

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

W.S.S
War Savings

Are.

Copper

Read

the
Want

7

.

An Atlantic
Port. July 18. The For
steel vessels be
first of the forty-fiv- e
Market Prices Are Paid
ing built in Japan for the United
In
this country.
States has arrived

WHO
FIGHTS

By Getting

Wagner.
The town declared a
and hundreds of townsfolk adjourped
to the canyon west of the golf links
to enjoy an afternoon nnd evening
with the normal students, of whom
there are over 600.

New Vessel Arrives.

SrWE SUGAR

rs

With the American Army in Lorraine, July 18 (by the Associated 220 West Gold.
Phone 44.
: i:
General
Press).
Pershing hat
)
the
awarded
Service
Distinguished
Cross to Lieutenant Walter R. Flan-nerof Pittsburgh, who swam the
Marne under heavy fire on the night
of June 3 and brought hack wounded Paints, Oils, Glass, Maltliold
Rooflnj
and Building PaK-r- .
soldiers who had escaped from theli
German captors, but who were unJ. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
able to get across the river. For this
rescue Lieutenant Flannerv recently
COMPANY
received the French War Cross.
Distinguished Service Crosses have i
also been awarded by General Pershing to Lieutenant Jos. J. Brown, Ser- gennt James Hyde and Corporal Hen- ry Willard for gallant conduct In Belleau wood and to Sergeant. Charles
Cunningham for driving off an en- emy raid in Alsace after he had been
wounded.

"

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charf-- of this by the War
e

Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
w"m north ttBgr trrKKgr
,.-Jt
r

,.

Morning Journal,

AlKuquerque
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RAINS HELP

CROPS

INSTATE;

HIS

RANGE

Showers Almost Daily in the
Counties;

Northern-Wester- n'

Wheat

Beans, Oats and
Promise Big Yields,
nCL COSRSSPONDSNCS

Tq MOSNIN.

IOUBNAI.'

Santa Fe. July 1. There is a
much more cheerful ring than at any
time before thiB summer In the of-

ficial crop bulletin for New Mexico
issued yesterday. It tells of local showers which occurred dully during the
past week mostly over north and west
counties and which became fairly Ren-er- a
over the eastern and southeastern
district partially relieving the drouth.
are
Range and crop conditions
greatly improved in the ruin districts
and stock is slowly improving. Winter wheat is nearing harvest in the
northern counties while spring wheat
and oats are heading and early corn
Is tasseling. Some planting of corn
and of fodder crops' continues. Early
plums, pears and peaches are coming to market in southern counties.
Various points report as follows:
Agricultural College: Only light
sprinkles during the week, which was
rather cool, but with clear Bkies. Ir'll.
rigated crops are doing
Springer: Excellent rains have fallen over much of the southern part
of Colfax county and crop conditions
are assured. The wheat crop in made
and a large oat crop is heading finely, while beans and corn are doing as
well as could be asked. Kange grusses
are growing well and also the second
crop of alfalfa.
El Paso: Light showers occurred on
two days and temperatures were moderate. Corn is making rapid growth,
some early planted beginning to tassel. Winter wheat land is being prepared for late porn and beans. Rainfall insufficient for the range which
is badly burned. Truck crops excel

lent; also fruits and will begin to
gather early. peaches, pears and plums
this week.
Santa Fe: Daily local showers week
closing with a fine. rain. Range, field
crops, gardens and fruits doing well.
Oats heading and second crop of alfalfa growing rapidly. Some earl
field and sweet torn showing tassel.
St. Vraln: Dry week, but closed
showery and warm; range poor.
Rpswell: Rains since July 13th,
heavier eastward; local winds did
some damage to corn and apples. Pinto bean crop smaller than laBt year;
corn acreage about doubled. Nearly
all cultivated crops doing well.
Willard: Light showers but too light
to do much good and a general heavy
rain needed; hot, dry winds maklns
crop prospects poor. Range still remains very poor.
Raton: The past week has beer
favorable for crops, which have improved rapidly. Good showers have
occurred. Corn is making good growth
and ranges are much Improved; outlook for beans is good.
We are
Eliza bethtown:
having
plentiful showers and the outlook is
Moreno
in
excellent
the
for
crops
good
valley.
Mills: Moderate temperatures and
light showers have occurred and conditions are excellent. Ranges remain
in good condition ,also porn and beans
but wheat is poor both winter and
spring.
Jemez Springs: JJght showers have
continued along with moderate temperature. Range and pastures are excellent and alfalfa is making' a .tine
second growth, also con, potatoes
and vegetables.

'..

MOTOR FIRM MANAGER
FURNISHES COURT BOND
COSSONOtNCS TO MONNINa JOUWNAUl
iJXS Vegas, N. M., July

SPECIAL

East

F. O. Montoya, manager of the San
Miguel Motor company, of which. Congressman B, C. Hernandez Is president, was apprehended by Sheriff
on a charge of selling mortgaged
property. Montoya returned voluntarily from Union county.
He gave bond and declared he would
be able to straighten out his affairs
saisfacorlly.

Del-gai- to

Johnson Lands in l Yance.

Washington, July IS. Representative Royal C. Johnson of Aberdeen,
3. D., second lieutenant of infantry,
has landed in France, a cablegram
from him received hero, today

00 y

CAMP

LEADS

Friday, July 19,

FIVE

1918

AGAIN

IN ARMY

HEALTHFULNESS
Cantonment at Deming Has
Lowest Rate of
of Any in Country;
New Draft Increases Disease
Non-Effecti-

Again Camp Cody at Deming, N.
for the fourth week in succession,
is at the ton for Jicalthfulness.
The Official Bulletin says:
"Camp Cody has the lowest (18.6)
and Camp Sevier the hiKhest (49.9)
rates of all large camps.
The number of new cases of diseases
for
all camps as compared
reported
with last week follows: Pneumonia,
56, last week 75; measles 21 S, last
week 131; venernl diseases 1.206. Inst
week 903; malaria 55, last week 80;
dysentery 1. last week 8.
"In general health conditions continue very satisfactory.
The admission rate for disease is Rlightly lower
than last week, while the
rate remains practically the
same. The death rate continues low,
though It Is slightly higher than the
exceptionally low rate of last week.
Measles and venereal diseases show
a higher Incidence as compared with
last week due to the recent influx of
new men In camp. The number of
new cases of pneumonia and other of
the more serious camp diseases shows
a decline ns compared
with
last
week."
new
renorted
cases
five
Camp Cody
of pneumonia, 293 new cases of venew cases
nereal disease, tliirtv-fon- r
of measles and two deaths, both from
pneumonia.
Camp Kearny reported
new cases of pneumonia, two
iicw cases of malaria, seventy-fou- r
new cuses of venereal diseases, sixteen
new cases of measle and f've new
cases of scarlet
the
fever, while
deaths were two, one from suicide
and the other from pneumonia.
M.,

Read the Announcements of California's Famous Hotels
Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem." Literature and Full Information by Writing Direct, or at

FREE INFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
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"featureless car."
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Apropos that, we are frequently asked what particular detail of the motor is responsible for the
tremendous mileage per gallon of gasoline obtained
by Maxwell owners.

If you ask an owner he will almost invariably give
the carburetor most of the credit.
Now, obviously the carburetor must be a good one.
If it were not, it would prevent, even if it did not
accomplish the result.

.

tii
U7i

But a good carburetor does not make a good motor
car nor an efficient mixing valve alone an efficient

PaM. Tows Car
Wt
UlirlMLtV MnM.
Win whssls Hfvlaf .jpMa.

motor.

ttalMsItCw

"
The factors that made that famous
n
record possible, and the test in which 3,000
Maxwell Motor Cars averaged 29.4 miles per
gallon of gasoline were many.
Every detail of motor design had to be right
every proportion just right in relation to every
other one.
"Non-Stop-

owner-drive-

Piston displacement, valve dimensions and valve
lift, compression, balance everything in precise
ratio and correct relation to every other detail.

T would require a volume to tell how Maxwell
engineers achieved that splendid result. Just as it
required long years of practical manufacturing
experience to know how.

Auto Sales
Corporation

Mate.

Distributors

Of course the carburetor helps
the electrical system.

Comer Fifth and Colli
MMl QPFJIQIK. N. M.

.

bret-zt:-

P. M, and enjoy tlio

at

New Mexico Headquarters

-

lonoirriiw. California's fascinating summer pluvr..tinl. "Tho center of summer attractions ami spnrtinir. events." Surf bathing, ulu nito balhlm?,-yachtingIiontlng, deep. sa
flslilnu, surf and pier fishing, tennis, golf, motoring, dancing, horseback riding, oount-lep- s
uniusi-inenta- .
promenade attractions, dully band concerts, boat trips. The always
delightfully cool resort where pleasure seekers congregate. Excellent hotel, apartment
and collage facilities. Write for Illustrated folders on Recreations Itomes and Industries. I,. W. Uullard, Secretary. Chamber of Commerce, Long Ueach, Cul.

EWi ROOMS
ABSOI.ITTEI.Y
FIREPROOF
nil with private baths. Conducted on both the
European ami Atnvrlr-aplan.
Hotel Clark Is situated In tt heart of tne
city, near beautiful Central Park. Can to
Beaches, Muuntalna. etc.. from Hill Street Station directly opposite hotel. European plan
Tariff from II lit) per day. New Mexico patronage
solicited. Illustrated folder upon request.
"Visit the Jrlll." P. M. Dimmick, Leasee

-

-

.

SAII FRANCISCO
FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
TO POPULAR
AV

IK

1WT

but equally so does

By the way, if this were the kind of motor car in
which any one feature stood out above others, we
would emphasize that electrical system.
But it isn't. Maxwell results are uniform. Those
results are the product of a combination of many
features not of one or two only.
i

Similarly, if one owner achieved a sensational mileage or a high degree of reliability, that would
prove nothing.

That happens with all makes of cars the poorest
included.

But for 3,000 owners to average 29.4 miles per
gallon of gasoline;
For the same model to run 22,022 miles 44 consecutive days and nights without stopping THAT
CAR MUST BE A MAXWELL.

Kt

I

ai!'

ME

tI!'U!ll

U

U

that this Maxwell Motor Car is a

Uniformity is the outstanding quality of Maxwell
design and construction.

8

Car
Roadster

biu

ftun.

By that we meant that no one feature was better
than any other and none less efficient or effective.

Maxwell
Motor
Cars

at 12:4

asm mm wmm
cool

LOS ANGELEX

1

co
"More Mile on Tun"

have Albuquerque

th-'c-

No Single Feature Could
Give Such High Efficiency
"MorMiluperGaUm

You can

HEAT

refreshing

miff

We said recently

THIS

LOS ANGELES
FIFTH St"rMAlN
RATES

$100$3$?,

PER DAY,

ABSOLUTELY

BROADWAY" SEVENTH
The center of hopping, buiiness and theatrical district. Convenient to all car lines.
300 outside rooms with private bath, fcu.
ropean plan. Rates $1 .50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent.
l're
Has from Dtpnti. Folder upon request.

CAFE

FIRE PROOF

ClARY Al

WILLIAM K. FLOOD, Manager.
J. B. LANKERSHIM, Owner.

L.aHMJ

SAN FRANCISCO
HOTEL STEWART

TAN

LOR

ST3.

HI IPJIJIJ.MIHIJI.

WvyQ

1

for a Cool, Interesting and Inexpensive Vacation

st.p

Tin Offline of THIS ADC ll msetiasleal skill. PERFECT V0UR8EIF NOW tor
that BIG PAY which dnsisnd maim poailble. Leirs Traettoniirrist. AutseiotMllBl ,
Munleut Trails Is
Vulianlrlss.
Aostylana
Waldlsg,
Iinltlos,
!!
Wirtirn Amirlca's Oldest. Larfalt and Most Reliable Mechanical Trade Retioel.
CATALOG, which
lllhed 1909. Over 5.000 traduatea. Write todsy lor BIO
SCHOOL, fllu.roa st atti, Los Ano-le-s.
Sims much le yea. NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE

for good accommodations from (1.50 a day up. Breakfast 35c and 60c (Sundays 76c) Lunch 60c, Dinner $1 (Sundays $1.25).
The STEWART on Geary Street, Just off Union Sqnar Is close to everything
worth while. Municipal car line passes the door. Stewart Motor Bui meets
principal trains and steamers.

DISLOYALTY

ALLIED DRIVE IS

(SeSCIAL COSRSSeoNOSNCB

I HOUT

A

HITCH

OVER

YANKEES

BONDS

GIVES LIBERTY

MQVINGFQHWARD

tack opposite the

SUSPECT
JOUSNAL1

TO MONNIN

Knst Uns Vegas, N. M July IS.
John Gary, who was urrcstcd some
time ago suspected of disloyalty, gave
bond of J200 before
I'nlted Blatos
I'ommiHsioner W. G. Ogle, furnishing
of
lieu
in
Bonds
money. The
Liberty
man was accused of violation of tho
new federal statute which makes it a
felony to Interfere with railway men
while in the discharge of their duty.
Gary has been employed at tho water station at Howe. He was bound
over to the federal grand Jury.

TOP WITH CHEER;

SURPRIS IE ENEMY
IMV

MORNINO JOUSNAL

LSASSD

Parls-Solsson-

s

2
road.

The enemy was taken completely
by surprise al along the line.
Tho American troops were brought
up In the night together with French
comrades from crack units and lay In
their positions until five o'clock this
morning. At that hour the American
and French artillery opened fire.
Numerous tanks participated in tho
offensive.
The American infantry went Into
attack without previous artillery
preparation. In their advance behind
the rolling barrage they captured
many guns, prisoners, equipment and

material.

WINK)

The Germans In most places offerFoch's Offensive, Is More of a
With the American Army in France,
feeblo resistance but here anil
ed
Associated
IS
tho
Tress).
(by
July
Success Than Was Expectup a stubborn fight
American troops went over the top there they put
shock
unltl
which the American
OF
SPREAD
DISEASE
in
tho
a
with
cheer
Amorning
thig
ed at Outset; Counter
nt tho point of the
of the allied surprise attack quickly overcame
launching
CHECKED IN IRELAND on the front northwest of Chateau bayonet and nt the muzzles of their
ttack of Germans Fail,
weapons.

Thierry.
The Americans advanced behind
Wllt
Admitted lo P. 11. System.
Hclfiist, Ireland, July IS. Helfast ves In Jess than half an hour.. While
1ST MOSNIN. JOUSNAl SeSCIAL LtASSO WHS
Washington, July 18. The ScandiArmy In recently suffered from un epidemic of a terrific bnrage to their first object
With the American
navian bank of Astoria, Ore., with
the acute form of influenca which was they were digging in, more Americans
France, July 18 (2 p. tn ,y the
so prevalent In Spain a few weeks ago In most cases, passed over the first resources of $1,194,0(10, was admitted
offensive
The
cntlro
Press.)
and afterward developed in other objectives and then advanced behind today to the federal reserve system.
operation lieffiin this mtirning on the countries. The spread of disease was the resumed barrage to tho second
front be! ween the Aisne anil the cheeked here and did not assume objectives which wre speedily taken,
especially it the north end of the at
journal wants bring results.
Marne in Ktiinir at this hour for tho alarming proportions.
been
had
than
even
better
most part
been
expected. The enemy 80 far han the
unable tt withstand the shocks
deAmericans and their allies have
livered and ate still delivering!h
As the whole left Herman flank in
menaced, ihti enemy must draw or
his troops from the Marne. front
risk their beliiK caught whore they
ore. This nienns the finishing blow
his
possibly has been administered to
dvin offensive.
The towns of Torcy and Givry and
the Givry wood were taken y the
Americans in their advance.
The final objectives in the Givry
in
and Torcy sector were reached
Freemont, O. "I was passing through the critical
about two hours of hard fiKhtinK.
The troops on this part of tho front
period of life, being- forty-si- x
years of age and had all
tho
on
those
the symptoms incident to that change heat flashes,
did eiiuitllv as well as
front further north, taking quantities
nervousness, and was in a general run down condition,
of material and prisoners, who conso it was hard for me to do my work. Lydia E.
's
tinue streaming back.
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
Hastily organoid TiOunter-flttack- s
the best remedy for my troubles, which it surely proved
Americans developed here
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
against the but
all were broken tip and
and there,
taking it, and the annoying symptoms have disapto
continue
advance.
our troops
peared." Mrs. M. Uoidbh, 925 Napoleon St., Fremont,
In one town, on the southern part of
v
Ohio.
.
n
forces
the front, the
captured eighteenmostguns.
North
Haven, Conn. "Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetastubborn resistProbably the
ble Compound restored my health after everything else
ance to the allied advance developed
had
failed
when passing through change of life. There
In the region west of Chaubun. which
is nothing like it to overcome the trying symptoms,"
mlleg southwest
is four and
Mrs, Flouuicic J.BixA,Box 197, North llavun, Conn.
The Americans and
of Bnlssons.
French, finhtlng .side by side, how- c
in v,i.v....
"
rri uncw
ever,
The American machine guns mowed
the enemy down and then our troops
went on.
The fighting still continued in this
rLM
i
region this afternoon and seems like
ly to become neavier when the uer
man reserves arrive.
In the region of Soissons, where the
attack was especially successful, the
Americans carried everything before
them by storm. Early this afternoon
their final, objective.
they had passed
From the second to the third objective
thev swept nenina a third barrage.
The second objectives were usually
taken by the troops of the first units,
"
who had dug in at tne first objectives.
The resistance to the south was
peclally vicious, t 'At some places the
American aovanotnif troops- wore neia
LYDIA C.PINKHAM MEDICINE. CO. LYVH.MMSj
up, but only etomi)Oriu-ili.4V
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MKatBER OF THB ASSOCIATED

the paper adds.
The point which Berlin and all
Germany nppearto have overlooked
is that riuht now the American soldier does want to fight and march and
needs no disciplinary prodding to ursa
him on.
The Lokal Anzeiger also asserts that
even if ton million Americans were to
reach Europe and Join the allies on
the fighting linos, they would not be
equal in military potentiality to the
Russian army which disbnnded.
Speaking of the possibilities of the
airplane which have become realities
during the war: Tho king and queen
of Belgium dropped In on King George
and Queen Mary the other day to help
them celebrate their silver wedding,
Albert and Elizabeth having flown
over in an army airplane,
over In on army biplane.
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THB JORNAL takes
prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes ot exclusively Associated Preas leased wlra
eervlce each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-tou- r
hours of Associated Frees service during a weak.
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FRIDAY

while, but after he has come Into con
in the
tact with a sawed-of- f
hands of Sammy a few times he prob
ably will understand that shotguns
may be applied to other uses than
shooting ducks and grouse.
Concerning the fighting abilities ot
the American troops, the Berlin Lo- kal Anieiger says that the strongly
developed
spirit of Independen :h
makes of the American army "an
undisciplined crowd of soldiers."
"The American soldier fiRhts oi
marches if he wants, otherwise rjot,'

Airplane mail was carried from
Washington to New York, July 10, in
two and
hours, including the
stop at Philadelphia. The average rate
of speed for the entire trip was more
than ninety miles an hour, and that
between Philadelphia and New York
was more than one hundred and eight
miles an hotlr.
Lieutenant Dodge left Washington
at 11:28 a. m. with two hundred and
eleven pounds of mall, arriving In
Philadelphia at 1 o'clock In the afternoon, making the distance of one
hundred and thirty-fiv- e
miles in one
hour and thirty-tw- o
minutes. Lieutenant Miller, carrying one hundred
and thirty four pounds of mail, made
the ninety miles from Philadelphia to
New York in fifty minutes. The New
York mall the same day arrived at
Washington at 3:30 p. m., the aviator
flying through a severe storm.
During the month of June the United States airplane mail service fell below one hundred per cent only dx
times, and since June 12 It has fallen
below one hundred per cent only once.
These are actual accomplishments.
They are records which no longer attract special notice. It Is
to make comparisons
between the
present and the past, yet when ont
thinks of the time required to trans-mi- t
mails by stage from New Yors
to Washington less than a hundred
years ago he cannot help but be
amazed at the great stride forward.
one-ha-

COINTKR-TIIKLS-

the most hopeful signs to
in yesterday's hews from
fronts is the attack initiatFrench from the Alsne as
as the region of Belleau.
From early dispatches it appears to
have been on a scale proportionate
to a great offensive, entailing the employment of large bodies of troop.
It is on a front of nearly twenty-fiv- e
One of
be found
the battle
ed by the
far south

miles.
It Is the first time the allies have
been able, or at least, it is the first
time they have seen fit, to strike back
Immediately following a concerted
by the enemy to press forward.
Heretofore the German offensives
have compelled the use of all the allied forces at the points of the hottest
fighting. The fact that notwithstanding the present effort of the enemy
fresh allied divisions have been available immediately to begin a counter-drivwould indicate that at last Gen
eral Foch has reserves in numbers
sufficient foj- - their employment in
t

e,

separate undertakings.
It is not improbable that battle
strategy Is finally to find a place in
the war. It has played a very small
part so far, weight of numbers in men
and guns having proved up to this
time the decisive factors in practically

every conflict.
Should the French and Americans
be successful in pentrating a vulnerable spot on the German line ,a Ger-

lf

As tho Santa Fc New Mexican
aptly
remarks: "There's always one more
man retreat even greater than that river to cross for the kaiser." Just
from the Marne in September and Oc- now his most pressing problem seemr
to be recrossing them homeward
tober of 1914 may le the result.

bound.

BOY 1'OWKK,

The following letter, received by
William E. Hall, national director of
the public service reserve and boys'
working reserve, is indicative of the
changing attitude of the American
farmer toward the use of boy power
as a logical solution of the present
farm labor shortage. The writer is
John C. Frazee, state director of
1'ennsylvanla of the boys' working reserve :
"I think you will be interested
know that the Hon. Frank B.

to

lieutenant governor of Pennsylvania and State chairman of the com
mittee on agricultural labor service
of the committee of public safety, un
der which the boys' working reserve
is operating, has just stated that the
farmers of Jjincaster county, his home
county, are astonished at the service
rendered by the city boys enrolled
In the United Slates boys' working reserve for farm work.
"The lieutenant governor says that
on the average tho work of the boys
Is far superior to that rendered by the
type of "hired man" now available
and that the farmers of this district
arc being rapidly converted to the
fact that high school and college boys,
Imbued with a patriotic spirit and the
training provided to them at the Stats
college training camp, constitutes the
best form of emergency farm labor
developed in this state."
ytAnother
example of the way the
boys' working reserve Is playing up
to its share In the great national duty
comes from Nevada, where Dean C.
S. Knight, of the agricultural college
st Iteno, is training a corps of boys
tor work on the farms and ranches of
of these boys
that state., Twenty-fiv- e

THE TEI TOXIC ALLY,
Recent crop reports from Hungary,
Rumania and tho Ukraine Indica'a
that neither Austria nor Germany will
be supplied with grain from these
sources In quantities any where near
expectations, as weather conditions
have retarded growth and harves's
will not even approximate last year's

small yields.
Even extreme loyalists in the two
empires have grumbled over the
food rations and the moro
disgruntled have only been kept in
line by military threats combined with
promises of an early victory.
An empty stomach is an unsatisfying ally and Emperors William and
Karl will have difficulty in explainlii;;
Gott's dereliction to their
subjects.
half-starv-

The Russian situation, briefly, is
this: Prmsczstrxpldsky, This is admitted by everyone who has given the
subject attention.
I'XCTiE SAM AS STORE liE EPEIt,

The United State is acting as whole
saler and retailer for the men fight
ing in France. Selling them food
ana clothing at prices which it is supposed incur no loss to the government
Compare them with prices we are
asked to pay for the same com modi
d
ties here at home:
of
chocolntelll cents; can of cherries,
24 cents; can of cocoa, 14 cents;
6
can of
cents;
comb,
pocket
corn, 10 cenls
shaving brushes.
12 cents; can
of stringless beans,
10
alo,
cents; bottle of ginger
were recently placed on the Antelope 9 ,
cents; standard $5 safety razors,
&
valley ranch of the Antelope Land
$1.75; pair shoe laces, 3 cents; can
Cattle company. The foreman of this
talcum powder, 5 cents; pound loaf
ranch reports that "these boys have
10 cents; two
done more and better work than any sugar,
7 cents.
twenty-fiv- e
men on the ranch., They smoking tobHcco,
in
Other
things
proportion.
use
tracthe
of
thoroughly understand
tors and have done without complaint
AVar may be all that General Sherwork of . the in out exacting sort at
man said it was, but a German peace
which tho regular ranchers balked."
would be worse than that.'
Half-poun-

'

ounce-packag-

YANKKE WEAPONS.

' Hard f
costs are reported in Brazil,
The complaints of the Gcrmon which may be a presage of a shorl
newspapers that the Americans are crop of nuts.
barbarians using "barbarous shot
guns" come with poor grace after
what has been done by the Germans "INNOCENT" POKER GAMES
themselves.
ARE STOPPED BY POLICE
They should remembet
that "Krleg est krieg," which was one
of their favorite replies to accusations
Pjfbqiai cnajweaaoNoaMce to eioaNiNe jounnau
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 18. A
of brutality during the early months
few "innocent" poker games that the
'
of the war.
of having become cor:'
The Weser Zeitung's assumption police euspectd
were closed by officers here
rupted,
that the Americans were issued shot--t'ti- recently. The players ara said to have
because they have not been been kicking in with large lxed wada
professional gamblers are reporttrained in the use of regulation weap- and
ed to have fattened their pockets at
on may be comforting to Frits for
the expense of the home talent.

''

-
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before Wall street owned his business,
"The first time I ever met Edward
A. Rumely was the day he got back
from his successful visit to Wall street
in search of additional working capital. I had stopped off at La Porte on
my way west with a letter of introduction to him in June, 1912. lie got in on
the next train and we had hardly
shaken hands before he began to tell
me about tho wonderful piece of financing he had Just put through for
the Rumely company.
."I have Just placed two l lllion dollars tack .of the Rumely company!"
he exclaimed, " have got th'e backing
of tho United States Steel corporation
and the Standard Oil!"
He showed me documents in which
New York private bankers agreed to
discount ten million dollars of the
Rumely company notes, secured by tho
deposit of farmers' notes to the Rumely company.' He was as gay and ebullient as a RChoolboy.
His troubles
were over! There were unlimited millions available where these had come
from and the. Rumely company, with
the
tractor, was going to show

TODAYS

Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German
(Copyright, 191S, the New York Herald Co. All riehts reserved.)
(Copyright. Canada, by T he New York Herald Co.)
INSTALLMENT II.
control of great enterprises. If they
are early given training in the funda(By Frank It. Ktockbrldge.)
Young Uumley had not been back mentals of agriculture and the habit
In America more than a few months' of outdoor life, are laugh to work
before he set on foot his first ven- with their hands and so be able later
ture in the introduction of German to direct intelligently the work of
kultur Into his native land. This was others,, who labor with their hands,
the establishment of a school for many of them will buy large tracts of
boys which had for its principle and land and put it under cultivation with
avowed purpose the training f rich modern
methods of scientific agrimen's sons to become masters of culture. American men of wealth are
men and lords of the land,.
already beginning to turn their eyes
In Germany he had seen and stud-le- d back to the land. It is to these men
at first hand the most highly that we must look for leadership and
socialized nation on the face of the I hope to see the fathers of many of
for
globe. He had seen a country with my boys here buying great onfarmssolid
a
every acre of tllluble land under in- them and starting them
tensive cultivation; a nation ruled foundation.
Day of Small Farmer Over.
by a governing cluss of landed pro- . "The
day of the small farmer la
prietors whose vast estates were till- about over.
Modern agriculture is a
ed for them by patient peasants and
big business operation and must be
toiling tenant farmers. America had financed
by men of wealth."
no such class of Junkers. There were
schools in plenty to leuch the trades '.If this sounds like s trim ire doctrine
for a socialist, remember
that Dr.
and train boys into artisans, but
there were no schools designed to iiumely's socialism is the German
socialism, the scheme of tilings
take the boy destined to inherit the state
control of big business and manu- under which, a ruling class founded
upon Its landed estates and controllfacturing enterprises and teach him ing the wealth and capital of the naschool
conceived
a
Dr. Rumely
tion provides, through its servants, the
that would lake these boys from scholars and intellectuals,
an exactly
a
and
by
eight years old upward
modicum of comfort and
measured
man
combination of scholastic and
happiness for the individuals of the
ual education fit them to understand lower classes, whom it trains from
the fundamentals of industry and childhood
to the occupations of the
agriculture while at the same time artisan and the peasant.
univerthe
to
for
entrance
preparing
This sort of socialism does not quessity.
tion the right of the rich to rule the
Landed
Aimed at
Aristocracy.
poor, or the strong to dictate to the
"These are the boys who will be weak, It, Is the socialism that comes
in
next
the
with It hat in its hand begging the
the rulers of America
rich and all powerful rulers of the
generation," he said to me, the first
fustate to grant as a privilege the
time I visited his school. "The
ture welfare of America depends things that are every human being's
upon their fitness to rule and direct right.
It was on one of tliese hrkes with
the destinies of the nation."
The school was started in 1907 at Dr. Rumely and the boys of the InLa Porte. An able young educator, terlaken school that Dr. Rumely exPatrick H. Rlordan, was employed as pressed himself to me on the subject
Dr. Rumely's chief asssitant and the of German military efficiency.
Saw Value in Hoys' Walks.
Institution grew and flourished. Many
There is wonderful educational valwealthy men enrolled their sons as
students and the boys liked the ue," he said, ''for boys in tramp?
My
It was not about the country like this.
school and its methods.
long before It became necessary for friend, Jirringlon Emerson, the effithe institution to move Into larger ciency engineer, told me that his
whole career was shaped by a trip,
quarters and the doctor purchased
a tract of several hundred acres of when a boy, with his father in the
farm and woodland surrounding a wake of von Moltke's army. What
beautiful little lake near the village impressed him was the throughness
of Rolling Prairie, a few miles east and completeness with which the Ger
of La Porte. Here the construction of man plans for the advance on Paris
been
school buildings on a huge scale by hud one developed am? carried out.1'
At
time the Interlaken school
was
undertaken.
themselves
the boys
had nearly one hundred and fifty
Trees were cut down in the forests students.
The list if its patrons who
surrounding the lake and great sent their boys to lie educated
reads
dormitories and
school
buildings,
like a section
of the directory
other structures built In rustic fash- of directors.
Through these boys
ion out- - of the rough logs.
uv.
in
contact
uumeiy. came
with many of their narents. m,
Names Schools 'Inlerlaken.'
To the Bchool thus built Dr. Rumely of large affairs, many of whom
"Inter-laken.- "
were greatly impressed with the
gave the German name of
'
of the young
pedagogue's
his enthusiasm and his energy
Very early in the history of the mind,
It was through the Interlaken school
Interlaken school marked differences
that Dr. Rumely met and gained the
of opinion and point of view develMr. friendship of Mr. S. S. McClure, with
oped between Dr. Rumely and
whom he was later to be associated in
Riordan, resulting eventually in inu the
New York Evening Mail.
Mr
latter's withdrawal and the establish- McClure
was one of the first to rement of a school of his own in New
York state. With Mr. Riordan's de- spond to the doctor's announcement ol
the opening of the school und enrolled
parture Dr. Rumely found no further
his adopted son, Enrico, now serving
edopposition to the execution of the
with the colors In France, as one oi
ucational ideas and methods he had
the very first pupils. Enrico developfrom
Germany.
brought
ed a special aptitude for
to
the
agriculture
was
paid
Great intention
and for some time before his en- The
the
of
boys.
physical development
oNiiiient
managed
the
successfully
lake furnished an Ideal swimming McClure farm in Connecticut.
School (,t lYopaganda
pool, and the boys were taught and
Inspire!
I want to make
encouraged to swim, to row and fish,
myself perfectly
and In winter to skate. I sat on tne clear In pointing out that there
is not
bank of the lake one summer after-a the slightest ground for suspicion thai
noon wit h Dr. Rumely watching
the Interlaken school, either as to its
group of his pupils swimming and div inception or its conduct, was any
pari
snore,' of a cons, ions
ing and running along the on
propaganda
the in America. TheGerman
while tho doctor commented
German language
bodand history were and are
naked
grace and beauty of their
taught there
but so, ,
aro French niu,
ies glistening in the sunshine.
The number of the
Extolled Gcrmun Physical Ideals.
teachers, at vari-nT"One of the most hopeful thins
es"ec"l"y those employed
in
about Germany," he said, "is the way nave been German the arts and crafts
born. I have told
the young men of wealth and family In some detail of the
plan and proare going in for physical development gram of the school
because it plavs
They are not doing this as the Eng- an mportant part In any attempt to
lish do, merely for the sake of sport, founded""'' U"der"tan1 the ma" who
or to make themselves pleasing and
attractive to women, but In the spirit r,rf;'h?0 'teaching alone, however
of the ancient Greeks, realizing that unboundedno adequate outlet
energies and tinquench?
the rulers of the perfect state must able enthusiasm
for new Ideas which
be themselves perfectly developed."
RUm8l"8
d0n"nan,
The boys at Interlaken did all of
ne lpvelopment of
the work of the school. They not only
American agribuilt their own houses and school culture on big lines had taken possof his
is
buildings, but took care of them. Each ession
o fthe man tofancy. It In characteristic
think
big term- -. To
boy was required to make his own bed
line
clean his own room or his part of the whatever his of activity he directs his
c"nfldenoe
in himself and
dormitory, even wash his'own clothes. Jils ability l0
carry tne poject through
The general policing and cleaning is not dimmed
mere size of
the
by
up of the grounds was assigned to the the enterprise.
In
Here
each
turn
placed
at hand lay the nucles of an
boy being
boys,
In command of other boys to perform enterprise that was not only
directly
connected
of
work.
with agriculture, but which
this
specified parts
seemed
to
offer
and
cooks
the opportunity to deExcept for the Chinese
a gigantic industrial
one fireman In tho central heating velop
enterprise
as well
agricultural implement
plant and power house, all the labor business the
that
his
had
grandfather
of the school proper wag performed founded and his
father and uncles had
by the boys. They also did the bulk continued.
of the agricultural labor on the two
Develops Earnings to $1,000,000.
hundred acre farm under the direct-Io- n
"When 1 took over the management
of the lftiniely company It was earnof a farm manager.
One of the educational Ideas which ing about thirty thousand dollars a
Dr. Rumely brought from Germany year." Dr. Rumely- once told me. "I
made it earn one hundred thousand
and put Into effect at Interlaken was dollars
in my first year, arounif 'half a
on
out
of
of
boys
that
taking groups
million dollars the second year ana
over
the
countryside. above a million dollars the third
long tramps
Sometimes these pilgrimages would year."
cover only a couple of days, someThe Rumely company business had
times longer periods. With Dr. Rumo-l- y been growing rapidly while Edward
A.
and about forty boys from InterRumely was abroad. When he came
laken school I went on one of these back he found the family enterprise
was
building a much larger line of
walking trips.
agricultural implements than ever beTook a Fifteen Milo Tramp,
We tramped from Interlaken one fore. Among the other products of
the company was a steam tractor for
Saturday afternoon to a point on the hauling
operating threshing
eastern shores of Lake Michigan, machines plows,
and taking the place of
about fifteen miles distant, where we horses
generally in farm work.
camped for the night amid the sand
Among his other talents Dr. Rumely
dunes, and the next day, after a plunge has a distinct bent for, mechanics.
In the lake, tramped
back to the In the course of Ills life in Germany
school. As we marched along the he had witnessed the astounding dedusty roadside. Dr. Rumely talked velopment in that country of the inenthusiastically about his tramps ternal combustion engine.- The steam
around Germany with parties of Ger- engine was to his mind antiquated and
man schoolboys.
On this and other crude.
farmer needed,
occasions, too, he told me of his dream he What the American tractor
operated
decided, was a
of the development in America of a
by an internal combustion engine.
class of great landed proprietors who To
with the steam engine It
would be the leaders and ' rulers of mustcompete
be simple and rugged in Its con
America.
struction and use fuel readily obtai
"Those boys, or most of them," he able anywhere at - reasonable
cost.
'said, "will Inherit fortunes and the Gasolene was expensive and growing
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oil-pu- ll
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the International Harvester

company-Jus-

where to head In!
(In his next article Mr. Stockbridge
will tell the story of the Kumelv company's crash and ..the selection "of the
general manager of the International
Harvester company us
and
chief executive of thepresident
reorganized
Jtuineiy company.)

mi

Bear
more so, but kerosene, no longer the
chief product of the oil refiner, but
now an incidental
to the
manufacture of gasoline, was cheap
and getting cheaper.
lie convinced
the other members of his family, who
were, with himself, the controllng
owners of the Rumely company, that
a fortune lay within their grasp if
they could develop a kerosene engine
and a tractor operated by it.
Kerosene Engine) Develop1!.
The idea of an internal combustion
engine operated by kerosene was not
new nor was the idea of a kerosene
tractor original. None that had been
produced up to that time, however,
was practical and efficient. Dr. Rume
ly had learned that John A. secor, a
famous mechanical ngineer, had been
working on an entirely new type of
kerosene motor which he had design
ed originally for use in motor boats.
The Rumely's financed Secor's devel
opment of his motor and designed a
tractor to be operated by it.
The first kerosene tractor built in
the Rumely plant was an object of
the greatest interest and curiosity to
every one connected with the concern
It was affectionately nicknamed "Ker
osene Annie,' and greut was the speculation in the shops and the offices
as to whether Kerosene Annie would
really work. At lust the tractor was
and it worked. I'nder Dr.
fininshed
Rumely's management, for he had
now been made general manager of
the M. Rumely company, the organi
zation at once entered upon a career
of tremendous expansion. When the

t
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A Hew Borne

Cure That Anyone Can Uae
Without Discomfort or loss of Time.
We liaven New Method that cures Asthma,
Bnd we want you to try it at our expense,
Ko niatter whether your case is ot long- or recent development, whether it
standing
Is present as occasional
or chronic Asthma,
you should tend for a free trial of our
method. No matter In what climate you
fl wat'er what your nge or occupu-tloI.
if you are troubled with asthma, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send it to those
hopeless cases, where all forms
apparently
of inhii em, douches, opium
fumes, ' patent smokes," etc.,preparations,
have failed.
We want to show everyone at
our own
expense, that this new method Is designed
to end all difficult breathing, all wheezing,
and all those terrible paroxysms at ouce
and for all tune.
This free offer Is too important to nealeet
a single day. Write now
and then benln
the method at once. Send no money
Simply mail coupon below. Do It Today,
n,

FREE ASTHMA COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room SOOT
Niagara and Hudson bts Buffalo, N.Y.
Send free trial of your method to:
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For Rheumatism, Stomach Troubles, Kidney Ailments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
etc.
Perfect Treatment, perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure,
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
Round
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T. C. McDERMOTT
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(From l li South Hanover Zcittmg.)
In the church of the local community there is a large christening font.
cc
received information that Optic; Donald Hart, formerly n bankttfJntained a nice collection of imaid-tf- d er hero, but now a lieutenant; Vicente
goods, anit naturally thought at Montoya iiujl Nicholas Cordova, busifirst thut someone was playing a joke ness men, all of of whom left in late
April, are over there.
on them.
In order thut the false statement"
might be disproved at once the police NEW MEXICANS ENLIST
made a search, and found, much to
their surprise, (iOO pounds of oats, 10(1
IN U. S. NAVAL RESERVE
pounds of rye and 100 pounds of
The-poli-

beans.
We regret that a holv place, from
Which God's Word should be proclaimed, has. been used for such an
unworthy purpose. We know, however, that in the struggle for daily bread
even sincere Christians can stumble,
notwithstanding the earnest and solemn words of the pastors.

.RRERtAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO KTCiSNIHO

- Kanla

iOIIRNAL

Po. July IS. ln the naval
ros.'rve were enlisted yesterday from
N'ew Mexico: Allen K, Kerr and William Hoyer of I.ordsburg; Henry 10.
Cooper, Wagon
Mound, machinist's
mate, second class; Clarence A. Cook,
Clovis, electrician, third class radio;
Dewey Porter, Inke Valley, fireman,
j
third class.
Col. Kdmund C. Abbott, who re
LAS VEGAS DRAFT MEN
as
district iudce of the Srinln
signed
Fc district, .Sunday at Camp Kearny,
ARE REPORTED IN FRANCE had
tho
to introduce Capt. R,
honor
development work on Kerosene Annie
lion of the 1'rench military mission.
was completed In 1910, the business
SPVCUL COftRESPONOENCK TO MORNING JOURNAL
Colonel Abbott is now in command of
represented perhaps J2. 000, 000 of In
East Ijis Vegas, N. M., July IS.
the recruit receiving camp and
vestment.
Several Las Vegas boys who left home a short talk in introducing gave
the
Iluilt Million Dollar Plant.
recently with the draft contingents French speaker and later Introduced
In a statement signed by Dr. E. A. have
been reported as having arrived Lieut. Col. rice W. Means of the
Rumely, general manager .issued in In France. W. It. Tipton, Jr., son of lii'th infantry, who also made an
he pointed out that in (he superintendent of the
January, 1912, "a
Mexico
million dollar plant hospital for the insane; (cw
fifteen months
Marion
1).
hail been constructed for the manu
.loin tlm "Two-Hit- "
Barker, formerly a reporter for tht
Okss dull.
ll
tractor,
facture of the new
which was the name by which "Kerosene Annie" had been officially christened; that the company had been
increased to ten million dollars ol
common stock and twelve million preferred, that the agricultural imple
ment business of Gaar, Scott & Co.,
of Richmond, Ind., and the Advance
Thresher Company, of Battle Creeit, j
Mich., had been acquired and ab
sorbed, and that nothing but prosper
ity lay ahead. There was, apparently.
ample ground to Justify this optimism,
ll
tractor had made a
The
big hit from the start. Dr. Rumely
hail spent huge sums in advertising
it to the farmers and it was proving
;i
Ha uiitipi-ioffieipnrv whprevep true;- tor trials and plowing contests wert
held. The new plant was a model fac
is
of
tory in every sense of the word. 1
went through It soon after it was In
seen
full operation. I had
many big
manufacturing plants, but never bewe
fore one in which every process seemed to be so nearly automatic.
in
"What did you think of tho new
plant?" Dr. Rumely asked me after 1
had inspected it.
-7
"It Is the first plant I evtr saw:
where the men sat In rocking chair."
-5
and let the machines do the work," Ij
replica, 'jhe only men I saw doing any
is $1,425.00 f.o.b.
work vere some fellows out in th'jj
shed chipping castings."
mn-- j
In
a
pneumatic
'Wore putting
$1,675.00
chine to do that also," replied Dr.
Rumely.
Soon thtf new plant was turning out'
ti actors fas;er than the m
If you anticipate buying a Buick Car
roads could carry them away faster,;
before the war is over, now is the time to
Indeed, as it proved later, than tbe
men on the road could sell theni.i
place your order and save money. First
Travellers on the Lake Hhor railrotd!
i comes gets these four cars. Call on us at
in the summer und uutiimn s.1
so that they knew when
train
once
and place your order with deposit,
litwas at.proaching La Porte by
and get your Buick before the advance in
eral nrlef of
threshing
ll
tractors' lined
machines and
price.
up n rows two and three doeo in the
sides
of
the r!gnt of
or
both
flflids
way i it n milo or so in either direction from the town.
Other manufacturers came to see
the new plant and to study the methods by which the business of th3 M.
Rumely tympany had multiplied to
One of these visitors was
rapidly.
Henry Ford, the automobile manufacwfTose
turer
gigantic success has'been
built on the application of the nound-emethods of quantity production.
Mr. Ford took a liking to the enthusiastic young general manager of the
Rumely company, but he shook his
head after he had looked Into the general scheme of the business.
"You are making too many different things," he told Dr. Rumely. "Besides, your tractor is too expnsive.
There are not enough farmers who
can use or afford to pay for tractors
that cost from $1,600 to $3,000 each.
What you want to do is to mak? one
design of cheap tractor and reach
tho broader market."
His advice went unheeded.
The
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Oil-Pu-

ATTENTION

Buick Prospects

Oil-Pu-

j

We have
carload of Buick Sixes on
the road due to arrive here about the 25th
of July. Tliis
the first shipment
luick Cars we have had in four months,
and will be the last shipment
will have
before the advance
This
carload
price.

contains three
Passenger Touring
Cars and one
Passenger Touring
Car. The present price on the
Passenger Touring Cars
on the
Albuquerque, and
Passenger Touring Cars.
E-45-

-5

E-49-

K-45-

j

E-49-

-7

oil-pu- ll

!

tn

gt

ti--

oil-pu-

New Mexico Motor Corporation

st

plant continued to turn out great
d
tractor unquantities of
e
til the warehouses and sheds"
loading platform overcrowded
into the fields and the lines of ma
chinery along the railroad tracks grew
longer and longer.
Every tractor turned out meant a
thousand dollars or more tied up in
manufacturing cost' which could not
be utilized until the machine was sold.
And these machines could not be sold
to very many farmers for cash the
the farmers had to have long time
which to pay ror them. It became apparent, that a great deal more capital
would bo needed. Dr. Rumely set out
get jiddltlonal funds. One of the first
men he went to was Henry Ford.
Forecast Fulfilled.
, , Mr. Ford'
"He wanted me to lend him $10,- loUl me recently.
Mr.
Ford
000,000,"
"feu". I dlan t believe his methods were
sound and I didn't let him have It. 1U
said that if I did not lend it to him
he could get It in Wall itmet. I told
blm it he did that U weuU not be loaf
high-price-

ulong-sidcth-
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AGE

STOCK E

LOST

US
AMERICAN DRIVE
iBV

MONNINa JOURNAL

WICUL

LXASKO

IBIK

W.ISE1

New York, July 18. The news that
American troops had victoriously advanced in the western front prompted
an almost unparalleled outburst of
enthusiasm on the floor of the stock
exchange today. Brokers yelled and
cheered and bought stocks. Prices

soared.

rail' spectaclea;

JOiliL
SOME GOO

FOR SALE
nt

C I'll 2,

Cull.,

2
frame, modern,
011 cover,
reward. Apply Box 2 car Journ- sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable fur 2 familiea,
LOST Uuld key pin Willi name on back.
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd
15.00 reward for return. 71! South Arno.
ward.
Phone
$2,500.
frame, bath etc.,
LOST
Lady's tan leather hand bag on Kant
Bleeping porch, line shade trees, cel enlral. Iteward. Kinder leave at High
ment biock garage, good barn; comland Pharmacy.
pletely furnished: 4ih. ward.
LOST
Laal week several letters of school $2,300.
shingle bungalow,
recommendations.. Kinder please leave at
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
this office and reeelvo reward
floors,
glassed
porch,
sleeping
garage; 4th. ward.
FOUND.
stuccoed bungalow tn
$2,500.
USD
University Heights, modern, fireFOUND Sheep. Inquire 617 North Eighth
place.
street, prove properly, pay costs.
2 story brick
res$5,500.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
STOLEN.
4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow,
KTOLHN
From number 60 hi
mile one $3,000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Albuquerque, 1 double act of new heavy
leather harneu, chain ends. The A ml Thief
Highlands, close in.
Association of 100 rcentty orKanied with offices at No. HUB South Third, Phone. 14U-J- ,
offers $105 reward for the recovery of the
Insurance, Loeu
Eal Estate,
property and for Information leading to
Soutb Fourth ttreet
the conviction of tho thieves.

iEIOUSES

1F0M

$2,000.

New
modern, nn KaM Silver, completely furnished, hmtiwooU floors, fire place
hot water heat. A fine limiio for $& per
modern completely furnished
month;
modern lirUk, sleeping; porch on
$30;
KO ;
J
Boutli Edith street
modern
bungalow, glared in Bleeping porch hardwood floors on .South Walter street 1:1.80.

A. L.

a

CO.

FIIIK INSl RANt lC AtiKNTS
Third mill (iold

216 West Gold.

FOR REM

Dwelling.

lit

FOR RENT Four room f latTfuTnTslied.-?!)- !!
North Third. Modern. Inquire 313 South

First Class Office Man
wants work. Not sick.,
J. J. T., Journal

TIMTOH

LOANS.

A. FLEISCHER

BUSINESS MEN

SMJE

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE.
Phone 166.

brick, basement, furnace,
features, hardwood
dandy built-i- n
floors, good porch, garage, splendid
location. 1'rice and terms right.

Mrt'l.UmiAN
(iold. llM.ne 07.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Publlo
R.
ZIO W.

110.

First.
.OR RENT Two-roofurnished
house;
sleeping porch; shade. Inquire 1300 North
Second.

South.

FOR RENT One furnished tour.rnom house
403 South Seventh. Apply at 314 West
Gold. Also four-roounfurnished house at
4J1 South Seventh.
Two
FOR RUNT
furnished huUBeS. four
and five rooms, 403 and 407 South Hevent).
unfurnished houses at
alao two four-roo40K and 411 South Seventh. Apply at 214
West Gold.

FOR RENl

Roomi.

Mortti.
KENT Moaern rurmslieo
roome; oo
elck: running water. (38 Sa West Ontral.
FOR KENT Rooms ofa
oi week, bath;
summer rates; bo sick; over Oulden Rule
Stnre.
Foil RENT Large, well ventilated bed
room. 319 North
Fifth street. Phono

FOR

1U87--

Three furnished
rooms for
light housekeeping. 1207 South Second or
I'hons 1753.
.ttu tiltANDE HOTGM, Rooms and apartHELP WANTED.
1
ments, 619 West Central, Mrs. Richard
West,
Proprltresa,
Male.
HlglHanoB.
'
FOR KENT one light, airy room and sleepW A N E L)' rfi t c uo k ," Full imin Ti ivT
-Desirable'
Boa era
FOK RENT
ing porch light housekeeping. 30.50 with
WKITR Iais AiiKeles Y. M. C. A. Aulo School.
furnished cottage. Phone 1139-- J.
light 1317 North First.
NT
Train for service.
FOR-REFurnished two.room cottage
Nlc
clean
IMPERIAL ROOMS
rooms;
WANTED Kirst-clas- s
auto
mechanic.
with sleeping porch. 1083 South Walter.
rates by day or week; over Wooiworth'e,
lee
Cream
Iteming
West Central.
Factory.
FOR RBNT Four, room house two glaaacd 319
In porches. Water paid, 114. Phone 1 rJ2-J- .
WANTED Two waiters, or waitresses, tx- Foil KENT Very deairalile room with
perlenccd. White Front Cafe, 206 South FOR RBNT Three-roofurnished cottage.
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. Also
Second.
one bedroom. 100.1 West Central. Phone 2240.
Inquire (IT South Broadway. Phone 3134-bedWANTED
Ice cream maker; good salary FOR RENT Vnur-roofurnished
modern bungalow, Foil KENT Two nicely
to experienced man. Doming Ico Cream
K14 South Walter. Apply 103 South Walter
rooms, running water, close In; no sick.
220
Factory.
North
Apply
modern house, Also Oontlernan preferred.
FOR RENT
WANTED
four-roCarpenters Jt.25 to 5 per day.
house. Near alropx. Apply at 000 Seventh.
Laborers LM(J to :i.90 per day. 4(1 labor-er- a Williams.
outside room
furntsned
RENT
FOR
Nicely
fnr Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
by the week or month; also furnished room
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished linune
South Third. Phone 304.
Elms
Hotll, corner
housekeeping.
with sleeping jiorch. $16 month; water for light
WANTED
Teacher fnr manual
tralnltlK
First and Tljeras.
332
Walter.
Suth
paid.
and all all round mechanic. Rio Urands
NT
FOR KENT Nice cool bedrooms, also sleep"TH-KENewFthree-rooIndustrial School, Hex tn City,
cottage furn-Isheing porch; modern, all conveniences; no
1400 South High
Sleeping
porches.
1R
19
of
of
or
WANTED
Hoy
years
age treet. City RealtyCo., Phone 776.
children, no sick; gentlemen preferred. 501
who can dl'lce Ford car must be strong.
Eleventh. Pnone 320.
North
304
North FOR RENT Modern bungalow three roome
Apply Wet Wash Laundry,
with large sleeping porch, furnished.
BontH.
Broadway,
Phone 871. Inquire H2I East Central.
ThorRENT Furnished roonw, Hi West silWANTED Bookkeeper-stenographeFOR RENT Modern furnishod flai nnKast FOR
ver: no elck, no children.
ough knowledge of bookkeeping essential;
Central car line, convenient to sanatorFOKltEN'iC-Furnlshroom for one or two
ed
ium
expert stenography not required. ExceptionThaxton & Co., Third and 'Jnl'l.
NT
al opportunity for right person. Write fully. FOR-REladles, but no sick. S07 West Oold.
Furnished
modern.
cottage,
M.
N.
A.
Santa Fe,
Drawer
glassed porches; University oar lines. FOR KENT Nicely rurnisn.a front bed
601 South
Phone 881. mornings, 1624 East Central.
room; olose In. Phon 1438-Peroave.
modern bungalow. Fifth.
Macca FOR RENT Three-roowaitress,
WANTED ttxporlenced
for light
Completely furnished; two porches: rieslr-ahl- e tull KENT Furnished room
Cafe.
neighborhood. Call 118 South Cedar.
housekeeping. Coal stove and gas. 724
WANTED tilil for general housework. 920 FOR RENT .Ilouae In
Second.
"oiith
n
Highlands,
Went Hold.
iTnTisekeep-Ing- .
bungalow, furnished;
gtaised In fVRRENT Two rooms for lrght
aaleawuinuu.
lh sleeping porch;
WANTED .Competent
Counado Apartments and furnished
also garage. Call 1207 East
'
Economist.
418
South? Second.
rooms.
fntrnl.
WANTED The .lamesuii Banltorlum wants
Foil KENT Furnished for housekeeping,
General.
a cook, rhnne fi$l.
one large room with six windows, upstairs,
FOR RENT KIgtrt-roohouse, suitable for finon per month. 618 West Coal.
For general houseoorm no cookWOMAN
two apartments. Phone 813.
ing.
houso,
AddreseBox8, Albuquerque.
FOR HENlT Furnlshd
RENT:
furnished houso very
First-clas- s
dressmaker to assist FOR
with canvass sleeping porch, light and
WANTED
Coal.
618
two
West
month.
deslralih
every
$10,00
convenience,
Eaist
Central.
206
per
paid;
fashionable dressmaker.
shade. Oood terms to
BlrJ fnr general screened porches,
W ANTE Unexperienced
u
UlgbutOOs.
21.19-or 675.
tenant. Phone
housework. Call mornings at 407 North permanent
FOR RBNT Furnished room. 306 South
Seventh.
Edith.
BUSINESS
CHANCES.
woman
for
general
A
ciimpctent
WANTED
111
aoum
FOR RBNT-Purnl- shd
onvci. FOR RENT Two
housework. t.oocl wag;s.
buildings at Seventh and
Walter. Phon 103.
Phone 1030.
C'rnrral Avenue. Apply lo J. Ii. Elder, FOR-RE- NT
Furnished room( gentleman
WANTED
Competent woman for general agent.
preferred. 101 South Walter.
housework. Apply mornings. 108 North OIL CLAIMS For sale or lease, a few bar- FOn.RENT-I.aroom with eleepln.
rg
Eighth.
gains in the Holbrook holt. For Informaporch: Ideal fnr two. 616 Bast Central.
A.
for
or
I.
genor.il
Ails.
write
woman
tion
A
Renchcr, Holbrook,
girl
WANTED
Foil RENT Furnished room with sleeping
.
i.
m,, ii rumiiv. aood nay. In- - FOR-BAHalf Interest TrTbest tire and
porch; lady preferred. 101 South Walter.
10 and 13 a. m. 830 North
It
business
between
in
takes
southwest;
vulcanizing
quire
Nice airy housekeeping rooms
cash between 4 and 6 thouaand dollurs to 1'Olt KENT 309
ring.
Phone
South Broadway.
close. In.
poultry unchanged.
A girl for general housework In- handle. Tires care Journal.
WANTED
"Two-Bit- "
Join
1276-J- .
the)
f)lu!.
Eggs' Firsts 37c; seconds, 31c.
at Lewamull family. Apply
seventeen well furnished FOR RENT Rooms furnished for houseSALE
FOR
Hotel,
Ison's. 805 North Tenth
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
keeping, largo sleeping porch. 110 South
WANTfcr-G- lrl
for general housework at Owner will sacrifice. See National InvestChicago pnonrcB.
Walnut.
NOT ICR
k M Tinner Pecos. For particu ment Co., 103 North Third.
with sleeping porch
FOR RENT Room
NOTK K KOH PI BLU ATION
.Chicago, July 1 8. Butter Higher.
lars call at 519 North Second.
with or without board. Phon 871. 1118
FORSAI. 10 Rooming houso of 8 room.
Department of the Interior, u, H. Land Of- TELEGRAPHY, Stenography. Bookkeeping.
44c.
and
Creamery, 38
wc.ll
Ughted.
Central.
well
Bast
furnished,,
airy
ssnaa hi AtLrflelCL
fice, at Santa Fe, .V. if., July 3, lain.
.
Lower. ' Receipts
vuiviu
Eggs
Steam heat. Preferred location. Price very FOR KENT Two furnished housekeeping
tsnra, room ina t..liiaa
14,887
Notice Is. hereby given that' I'atroclnle
cases. Firsts, 38 39c; ordinary firsts,
Mftcksy Buslnen Colleei. V09 AngelM wd reasonable. City Realty Co., Phone 77.
rooms, private entrant and bath. No akk.
of
'
Marquei, N. M.. who, on Sept. Freino.
35 (S) 37c; at mark, cases included. 35 Marquel,
FOR RENT One of the best double More 400 South Broadway.
84. 1I3. maile Homestead entry No.
38c.
0t7:,
for
located
general
, Section , Township 1(-buildings and hrt
CHIROPODIST.
Gtmoral.
Range
Potatoes Receipts 36 cars. Market fot NEl-tmerchandise In the city. See J. D. Eakln at
.N. M. P. Meridian, has. filed notice of
modern
CAU.OIJ8EH removed With? Washlngti Apartments 1M3 West Central. FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
unchanged.
Intention to make flye. year HomesteaH CQKN8 AND
....' n.n Vn MMIWU afleT TSmOVlng. lH Phone IWtJ
rooms for llahk housekeeping. Phone 1778
Poultry Alive unchanged.
Pinal Proof, to establish claim to the land
mad to
supporteJ-Arch.
cured.
nails
grown
ahov described, before William C. KenFOR RENl
fit yolir feel. Will oe nere
nedy, U, 8. Commissioner,
at Seboyeta, N. C.
J
NEW YORK METAL,
Wet Cen,tra.'
E. Chase. D. C, 30
on Sept, 3. in I a. ;
est.
Two
nice
Phon
'
Boston
SALE
bull
FOR
puppies.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Now York, July 18. Lead Steady.
'
402 South High.
Jeye M irques. of MuMuoi. N', M. ; An'
Spot, J8.05.
FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartment
WANTED
tonio Jaramllln. of Bldo. N. M : Marqarlu
6rPrmne 2429-fSALF. Mllch'cow.
FOR
alao sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
Spelter Easy. East St. Louis spot, Homero, of San Mateo. .V. M.: FermltH
CanJelarfas.
Inquire Shirk-Lo- s
I V. l-,
.
IIKUiW
8.458.B0.- ..N
of
Satazar,
Bteo, K. H.
Two well broken cow ponies. FOR BENT Two and three-rooSouth
W3
apartT.
SALE
Young
J.
FOR
exclusive territory.
. I'itANClSCO DELQAOd,
ment and sleeping room, . Highland
W.
Beiemek s Dairy. Phone 881.
Broadway. Albnquerniie.
Hons.
Register
NEW YOUK COTTON.
FOR SALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
and
'OR RENT Furnished housekeeping
MONEK TO LOAN.
NOTIt'K FOR PI BMOATIOJJ.
breeding stock Flemish Giant, New Zeasingle rooms, new modern building; no
New York, July 18. Cotton future Department of the Interior. V. B. Land Of-land, and Rufua 24Red Belgian hares. William
215
Ick.
North
North
Eleventh
Seventh.
Street,
"
Oestrech. Sr.,
191 S.
closed firm. July, $29.10; Oct.. 125.74;
HUDBI IV mvhh
atRat re, t. M., July
TX. Phrn fTt.
AlhuqoeroueL M. Uf.
11 Wtrnt VM. rttw
Notice Is hereby alven that Estevan C.
FOR RENT Throe or four room furnished
Pee.. $25.08; Jan., $24.86;
March,
4.
uf
nn
Oct.
Keboveta. N.
., who.
apartments, modern; the !0 block South
.24.77.
chare,
SALE Furniture.
FOR
Sixth. Inquire Savoy hotel office.
IK! J. made Homestead.
No.
for
Spot-T-Stea- dy.
017310,
CARPENTERING.
Middling, $3t.in.
Section 28, Township
, t
" "
furniture. One roll top FOR RENT Two-roohousekeeping apartwoflC oaionible. JJrop FO RSALE Office
9N. Hanse. IW. X. M. p. Meridian, has filed foiicAtTpENTER
ments, three rooms with bath and sleepdesk, one flat top desk, two settees. Phone
NEW YORK MONEY.
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
Card (05 Nortn rirst iireei.
roomi. Albuquerque Hotel 314 2 North
ing
41.
to establish claim to tie land above de
.
one Second.
FOR SALE Iron bed and springs,
New York. July 18. Mercantile pa- -' scribed, before Wm. C. Kennedy. U. 8. Com
TYPEWRITERS.
book case and desk, sanitary
Coal
a
for
combination
CHANCE
winter
home.
M
happy
N.
on
the
at
per, four and six months,
Kept,
Seboyeta,
per cent; missioner,
"
All mages, overhauled and couch, mattress and cover, one dining table
TYPEWRITERS
already stored, a few nice little furnished
..
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72 & ner cent; t, 1H. '.. ...names.
Aloil stove and oven, one sanitary
machine.
vacant.
for
two
Suitable
Ribbons
for
every
person.
apartments
saee
repaired.
nslmnB
commercial 60 day bills, 4.71
per V.
buquerque TypwHter Exchange. Plioi 114 closet. Phone 1154. 308 North Arrln.
(Tenants called by Unci Bam). If taken
P. Harrlnrton. of Correo. X. U.: Patricio
cent; demand. 4.75
cent; ,Oonzsles.
per'
quick will let for the former all year round
X. M. ; 6amuel Oat. 181 noutn rnsnr.
of
Seboyeta.
4.76
cables,
at TUB WASHINGTON, 1003 West
per Cent.,
prices
M.
;
X.
Dlonlclo Marquei,
TO TRADE.
Rooms.
Bar silver and Mexican dollars un- cla. of Seboyeta.
FOR RENT
Central. J. T. F.aktna. Pmo.
of Seboyeta, X. M.
;
changed.
county, Texa
FRANCISCO DELUADO,
FOR RENT Offices In suite ot single. Call HIGHLY Improved Kendall
Time loans Strong.
All at 6" per
acre'. Trade for
tor
FOR SALE
farm and ranch, 128
Register.
upstairs, over Wooiworth'e
cent M6V
or for pasturage and cattle. 400
i. v?
'
ttUNl J front connecUng office pasturage,
SALE A fine ranch fir 3000 or 3,000
Call, money Strong.
iijft
t'6n
Beat
cultivation.
High, low,
property
In
Improved
acres
Store.
male
rooms
ever
Oolde
Inquire
sheep; good grilling and two springs on
ruling rate and last loan, t per cent;
southwest Texas. Large realdence. Two two.
A meadr for i nfeetloea
ftn,m ft
Three place. Address P. O. Box 383, Albuquerque,
closing bid, 6H per cent; offered at
of the ariaary Maet,
story residences. Three
cent
water. Wells, N. M.
per
MiMcflauieout.
FOR RENl
Paiaksa,
large barns. Ineahaustable
7
eat en
,
r
si
ane vainot imaa
Windmills,
and springs.
gasoline FOR SALE ICO acres mountain ranclr on
kJJf'Wfr(fVml
' TTava anxtu
an Kla t Jeiaes Bpttata; eauMV creek tanks, eta On Uoerne-Sa- n
BORMI
Relieves! n lent days.
atfnlfa
Antonio
Pecos river, 13 acre under cultivation;
tiiw.t a
pump,
raxea.
isas
Draaataia
ninis jraw.
cerai.M
uarcia,
8 acres fenced; 1 modern five-roobungautomobile road. Adjoins towa and railroad.
poultrf and rabtitt. Just what you
n
horse
and
iwuwitaeatiisei maiki oa nqatef.
FOR BENT Gentle driving
biff;
- . Sauraard, alows; one mile protected treut stream.
Iti per sere. AddffjhV
.
!
.
lot.
Bos.
HiW
.
B9Vfc
RWbi
H,
Wl
M,
US,
THt
:
u..
. ..
BotHti JUV v
KENT

f

66'

J

a,i

nr..

un

Apartment.

Agent.

...

'

I.

Rlt

...

Crrkx

swaeseeweewv

Mil)

punch.

ji.j

liir

J

GOLDISH
iumiifew

Five-rooframe cctlHRe In Highlands nn car line.
Kifly foot lot,
antl
tiitlewalks, garage, outbuilding
good neighbors; $2,000; cany terms.

CO.

JNortn.
FOR KENT Five-roofurnished
houso
modern. Sill North Fourth.
FOR
RENT Three room
unfurnished
house; porch. Inquire 1300 North Second.

&

The market, which took a sharp
upward trend almost at tte opening,
remained active, with still risins
prices, until the closing hour, when as are requested to list all stolen property with
the success of the allied drive became the Association.
more fully known the buying became
still more vigorous.
PASTURAGL.
The
spirit of optimism spread FOR RBNT Pasture witn water 1
eitj
financial
throughout the
district,
limits. II. K0 per month
In edrano.
bankers and brokers remaining at Pbon
H7I-their offices long after the close of the
market in their desire to receive later
war bulletins.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
A highly significant feature of the
was
bond market
the activity and
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, July 18. Cattle Receipts
strength of foreign flotations, especrose
Paris
6's.
which
Oood
steers steady to 10c
8,000.
three
ially
Issues ot this class have al- higher.
points.
Top. $18.26, a new record;
sensitive to common to medium slow to lower;
ways been extremely
changes in tho foreign military situa- best butchers steady, others lower;
tion.
calves and
stockers and feeders
beef
cuttle, good, choice,
The advance In stocks encompassed steady;
$1 1.50 (ft)
common,
all' the active issues in the several $l.85(&j 18.25;
war groups, as well as numerous spe- 16.85; butcher stock, cows and heifsemi-wa- r
ers, $8.15 14.50; canners and cutters
cialties of
character.
8.15 ; stockers and feeders,
$7.00
Closing prices:
good, choice, $10.5013.00; common,
B7
American Beet Sugar
$8.25 (ft) 10.50; veal calves, good, $16.25
American Can
48
17.00.
American Smelting & Itcfinlng. 79
Hogs Receipts 34,000. Good hogs
9fi
American Tel. & Tol
others slow; prime heavy,
higher,
American Zinc
19.
$18.30;
packers doing very little.
Anaconda Copper
68
Rulk, $17.4518.30; butchers. $18.00
8 14
Atchison
ruU8.40;
$1 7.15 (fj) 1 8.00;
packing,
Baltimore & Ohio
55
light. $18.15(5)18.40; rough, $16.50(?H
Butte & Superior
30
California Petroleum
19 14 17.10; pigs, $17.00(fi 17.50.
18,000.
Sheep Receipts
Market
Canadian Pacific
14814
steady to strong. Best range lambs
Central leather
69
held
higher.
Chesapeake & Ohio
42 V
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chino Copper
Kansas City Livestock.
40
Kansas. City, July 18. Cattle ReColorado Fuel & Iron
47
Crucible Steel
67 14 ceipts 5,000.
Market steady. Prime
Cuba Cane Sugar
31
steers, $17.25(918.10; western, $10.50
If1
15.00; cows, $6.50
l.Erie .'
13.00; heifers,
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
15.00;
3314 $8.00
feeders, $7.5016.OO;
14.00.
V4
Groat Northern pfd
$8.00
90
calves,
.. . 53 V4 Hogs Receipts
4,000.
Inspiration Copper
Market
hisher. Bulk, $18.0018.25; heavy,
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
98
Kennecott Copper
33
$18.2018.S5;
lii?ht, $1 8.00 18.20:
IiOuisville & Nashville
11614 plRS, $16.50ifi)17.09.
Mexican Petroleum
101
1,000.
Sheep Receipts
Market
Miami Copper
Lambs, $15.00 18.50; year291,4 steady.
Missouri Pacific
24
ling, $12.00ffil5.00; wethers, $10 00
Montana Power
13.50; ewes, $8.00
67
12.50.
New York Central
72
Northern Pacific
88
IVcuvrr Livestock,
43 T
Denver, July 18. Cattle Receipts
Pennsylvania
24 V4 900.
Market 15o to 25c lower. Beef
Ray Consolidated Copper
A9
steers. $11. ooffi) 15.50; cows and heifHeading
ers. $7.5010.50! Btlwlicr. onJ
93
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
84
era, $7.50 11.00; calves,
$10.00
24
Southern Railway
11. "O.
Texas Company
Mors Receipts son. Market "ic
152
ITnlon Pacific
171
hiRher. Top. $18.0; bulk, $18.10
lT. S. Industrial Alcohol
175 H'
United States Steel
108
Sheep Receipts
3,100.
Markot
Utah Copper
25c higher.
83
Lamlm, $17.00 17
$11.60(f 12.50.
Sheep Receipts 3,100. Market 25c
KANSAS C1TV lao0VCB.
higher. Lambs, $17. 00 " 17.75; ewes
12.50.
$11.50
Kansas City. July 18. Butter and

CLMSSHEP

ff'tsr

We have a new Washing Machine fnr $S.nO.
Kememlier wo
want to buy your old furniture.

Sale, MifAna ami

The Star Furniture Co.
I'hoiif

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screoned sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

SALE A
adobe
In Old Town, two blocks
Car Line, cheap for cash,
be sold. Address P. O.
Boi, it, Old Abuquerque, N, M.
FOR
house
from
must

Alfalfa.

Phone

six-roo- m

FOR SALE

IVtteceftaneoua.

Underwood Typewriter

3403-F-

FOR SALE Oood bicycle, 312. 1224 South
inn.
FOR KALE Two Singer sewing niitclilnes,
coeoo aim oiner nousenoia goods. 31a
North Sixth.
FOlt SALE .Three pool uhln nnil fixtures
nlso set of bar fixtures; cheap. A.
&
Slegmf. Clovls, N. M.
FOR s'Xr.rW)ne white ejia7ndK:hlar
her chair and onu mirror, 4Kx.',l. Address
Dox 7(2. Wlnslow. Alls.
tHt SALE Four cylinder Henderson motorcycle In good running condition. Will
sell cheap. 4 IX North Second.
FOR SALE
Ciiinplote pack outfit for sale
cheap. Just the thing for a hunter or prospector. E. I.. Head. Santa Rita. New Mex.
AOOfr TAINT
JOo per
gallon. Roofs under our ear will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new roof that will laet as long aa the
building. The Mansano Co. Phon 1U)-110 South Walnut.
FOR SALE On number ono driving horse.
weight 1050 lbs.; one horse, woight 800 lbs.
one runubntit; one heavy stock saddle; one
light saddle; one lady's sadiile; two single
harness, one heavy. 620 North Second.
ERIE carbon root parnt ana root cement
stop leak; last five year. Us Devo
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-la- c
cold water kalsotnlne, and b satisfied.
Tho. F. Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phone 410.

IIH WcNt tiold

Kill

Style No.
Cheap.

i.

In first class

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
IOIIN W. WILSON
.
Atteraey
Room 18. IT aiffl lk
Cromwell
Phon 1178
BtOIIEV

RODBV

lloka

Iw

Attnrney at
I, Law Library Building
DENTISTS
OkV i. C. KftAFT
Dental Hnrgeea
ftoom, 3Barnett Building
Ph
Appointment Mad by Mall
Suit

a.

t. copp

IM

Heart 1st

Roots
Meltnl Building
PHYSICIANS AND Sl'RltRONf
W. T. Ml'ItPHY, M. D.
l'rnetlce IJmitrd to Tulierailoals
Wright
building; opposlto postorrica. Office hour.
10 to 12 a. m., 3 to 3 p. m.
offlc
Phon,
3117-residence 897-U.
MARGARET
CARTWstlOHT
IR.
Praatlo Limited 8 Wobmb' aad Children's Disease
1133 It. Central Phon 171,
H. tf.
DKS. TCI.L
BAKU
Practice Umlted to Fy. Bat, Mas a
THKOAT
Offlc Hour: 10 to It; I to I
State National Bank Building
DR. SARAH CORK
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms l and t, Wright
and Oold.
Houis t P. nv to 8 p. m.
Resldeno Phone 3871.
Offlc Phon 381

Alhuarj.

FOR SALB
ONB
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With pressure control. ApO.
care
Weinman,
Economist.
ply

WANTE&

Miscellaneous.

SPECIAL rales made to plonlo and fishing
parties. Call 1883-J- .
WANTEI If you noed a carpenter, tall jT
S. Durllng. Phono 1 :,!!.- - J.
WAN i'Elj-L- aj
curtain
waahau ana
stretched, 86 per pair, phone 808.
WANTED flood .hard working hoy wants
work. Address. S. M., care Journal.
ANTKI To buy Hut host twelve hundred
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
WANTED Ladles til ki t In San Francisco
by July twenty-fourthApply Box 2 car
Journat,
WANTED To trade Vlitrola wllh rocnidi
for team of burros and witgou. Call 802
South High.
FOR SALE KaTi r uT" "per, r sweet' p, as7
long stemmed, fragrnut, assorted colors.
78o per hiindv-d- .
Order In advance. Ilia
rrand Industrial School. Phone 2408-FH II) H EST C A S H P H 1 (' : R PAID FOR JUNK.'
BY THB SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
114 WEST LEAD. PHONE 813.
WE ALSO
Bl'l OIJJ AUTOS,
WANTKD-Socond-and
men's and bora'
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
and suit case. Call 31. Chioago iooond-han- d
store, 811 South First
WANTED-J,0U- Q
bags. Pay from 3 to to
each. 600 ton acrap Iron. Pay from
tn
per lb. Patrlotlo duty. St. Louis
Junk Co., 403 South First street. Phon 173.
WANTED To sell or trade for aheep or
ranch property, ono
farm has five
room modern bungalow, nrteaian welt, located
at Huntington Reach. (allfomla. Inquire
of M. L. Oarcla. Box 434. Magdalene, N, M.
WANTED Careful kodak finishing by fnaa-tTwice dally service.
photographers.
Send
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed,
to
a reliable, established firm.
your finishing
Manna a Henna, maater phntngranhera.
LaunWANTED 1.000 Housewives and
dresses to call at their grocers and purchase a trial package nf , LA FRANCE
LAUNDRY
nta Enough
TAHI.ETS for f
for two large wanning, V.v wonderful
tablet produces the effect of a'il.'tcr softener, dirt loosener and linen wiiKfener, It
is one of the greatest labor savers on the
market. Vou simply dissolve tablet with a
halt cake of ordinary laundry soup and
soak clothes in same; rlnae and they are
ready for the line. It hurts nothing hut dirt.
Duaranteed not to Injure the hands or the
finest fabric. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded.

board.

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

KlUriXuUJoVTRirT
721 South Walter.

Foil SALE
new.

Mtuhcll, nearly
i.asn, terms or traoe. l'hoio kh.

r
SALE
Sludebaki-FOR
car, rtrst-ctaa- s
condition, cheap. 013 North
Fourth. I'hons 1H67.
FOR SALE Ford touring tar good condition, party leaving town, must sell ut
once, 3273. 130 South Edith.
FOlt SALF Roadstei in good condition,
fullv enulnncd. genuine bargain. Wilt ac
cept Liberty Bonds. Ask for Moor, Phillip
Oarage. 311 West Silver.

fiousei.

FOR SALL

FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and a
good paying business, 14,000, half cash.
Bungalow, Journal office.
five-roohouse
SALE Modern
Foil
furnished, large porches and garage, liar
gain for quick sale. 818 South High.
A "SNAP.

Five large room modern brlcH
house, close In, furnished or unfurnlsh
ed. If you want a real bargain, phone 1418-- J
Call 308 West Coal.
FOR SALE

MAIL ST Ad",
Phone call anywhere
any time.
I.v. Sliver City t a.m.; ar. Mogoib.n 3 p.m.
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; er. Sllvr City 3 pm.
Best equipped auto' livery In anuihwest.
BENNETT MOTOR TRAN88T CO.
Silver. CUr. N. Da.

TIME CARDS.

410 Baal Central,

3138.

i&urwNT

niarvivm nn" 'Pa, ..unv.iu.

cents. Something a little better. Coolest
place in city. Pleasant surrounding. Bates
reasonable. 1801 Weet Central, Phon 1113.
SHADT NOOK rinch offer excellent room
aad board. Just the place to get strong,
for rate phon I4I8F-4- ; free transportation
Aeoemmodatloo tew available, lira H. &
Thomag,
.:l

PERSONAL.

Room, with sleeping porun anu

HIUMclss boaru and eieepin poCoa
room; at summer rates, 131. 138 South Ara
Phon IS18-FOR RENT Sleeping porch for two; alsc
furnished rooms; first class board. Phone
880, 301 South Edith.
Verv desirable rontn. steeullig
HKVT
class table
porch, hot and cold water, 1st
hoard. Casa de Oro 813 West Oold.
MRS. W. H. HEED, of h Ixickhart Ranch
ha moved to 803 South Arno, where she
health seekers. Phone
Is prepared to tak

'j',

c

rouTtry anTlE

FOR SALE S.
U. I. tten.. Iwst in stale.
Stock, eggs, and ohlcka C P. Hay, 338
Vorth High,
FOR SALB-Stric- tly
fnsh ranch eggs, at
market price, delivered Tuesdays, Thuia
days. Saturdays. 1'hono 2403-F-

Rooms With Board.

For Rent
Foil KEKT

FOR SALE

iii';.M.t s,,

r

,

ri.'M j..

:.

.....

AtCtUSOM, TOPP.KA

SANTA T

BAIL"

WAV CO.

CI ess.
Arrtvee
Depart.
,
The Scout
pro. 1:3 pm.
California Limited ..11:48 am. 13:48 pm.
18:43 am. 11:18 am,
Fargo Fast
1:38 aav 1:88 am
t. Th Nava.'o
Soathbaaad.
18:11 pea.
801. K Paao ktpree ....
11:41am.
87. Ill Paao Bxprea v.. .'"

No.

1.
3.
7.

.........

18. Th
3.
4.

Th

Seoul
Mavaj

Zstbaand.

California Limited ..
I. Santa Pa Bight....

'

7:31 am.

1:88am.

I:pm, f:1:48
(:pm.
:U pnv 18:3

Pre fWvtK.
81. Kanea City aad Ohkedov
Kit MlW Cltl ajpl CklaWaJ

T:t

pm.

pa.
pm.

am.

IM Ms

J
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

As a war saving medium, our numerous customers have taken the

Water Company Will Become
818 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
City Property Saturday; is the
Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
End of Two Years Negotiations
"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY
PHONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

815.

extending,
negotiations
Following
over a period of more than two years,
will
at 10
the City of Albuquerque
o'clock on Saturday, July 20, become
the owner of the property of the Water Supply company, and from that
time on Albuquerque will be listed as
among the progressive cities of America enjoying municipal ownership ol
its water supply. On April 4, 1916,
the voters of Albuquerque by a vo.e of
nearly 5 to 1, authorized the issuance
of $400,000 of water supply bonds for
the purpose of building or purchasing
a water supply. Since that date there
has been almost constant effort on vhe
part of the members of the city council and their successors, the city commissioners, to carry out the wishes of
the voters as expressed at the polls.
Acquiring a water plant is no simple matter, Judging by the experience
of the city of Albuquerque.. Long
the bond issue wus authorized,
there was a long and spirited camof the
paign to educate the people owner
city to the Idea of municipal
ship. The authority of the voters to
:sKie the bonds wus only t lie itmini
step toward the acquisition of a wa
ter supply.
Transaction Simple.
The transaction that will take place
Saturday morning, by which the city
will become the owner of the property
of the Water Supply company, will be
comparatively simple. A. B. McMillen,
representing the water company, will
hand to Warren Graham, the city
treasurer, a check for 400,000 in
payment of the entire bond issue of
a like amount, and Mr. Graham will
surrender to Mr. McMillen four hundred negotiable bonds of the city of
Each bond will be for
Albuquerque.
Interest cou$1,000, with eighty-nin- e
pons attached to each bond, obligating the city to pay interest at 5 per
cent per annum, payable
The principal obligation will be
due In forty-fiv- e
years. It will be recalled that the Water Supply company
purchased the water supply bonds at
par and accrued interest, relieving the
city from an embarrassing situation.
At the time of the bond sale, December 17, 1917, the municipal bond market had taken a decided slump, owing
to war conditions. Bond buyers did
not offer bids except at below par.
The law provided that the bondf
should not be sold except for par and
accrued interest to date of delivery
In a contract providing for the salt
of the bonds, the city council on November 20, 1917, had stipulated with
the water company, that the company,
or a representative of the company,
should bid par or accrued interest for
the securities, which was done.
Deeds Are Prepared.
The deed for the transfer of the Wa
ter Supply company property to the
city have been prepared; abstracts of
title have been examined and Inventories checked to arrange for the delivery to the city of all the property
listed by experts at the time the appraisal was made by experts representing the municipality.
The office of the water department
of the city is to be located In the city
hall. It is understood that the em

N. M.

CLICQUOT CLUB
Pronounced

Klec-K- o

GINGER ALE
Is hero at last, being more than two months on the way.
This Ginger Ale is made from the famous Clicquot
Springs water in Massachusetts. There is nothing quite
like it. It is a pleasure to offer it by the bottle, case or
truck load.
Food License No.

U. S.

be-fo-

STORE

WARD'S
HOMER

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

WARD

H

31S Marlilo

CW. and South

Avenue,

riione

rbonea

Walter,

676

T YRIC THEATElf?
JLJ
TODAY AND TOMORROW

"

EVERYTHING

HIGH-CLAS-

BUT THE PRICE

S

Madame Olga Petrova

in

"THE LIFE MASK"
in Six Heels
Also a Good Comedy Reel
NO RAISE IN PRICE
Adults 10c; Clillilren 5c; Plus War Tux

Sikh In I

Admission

Suicr-Fcutur-

e

FOR TODAY
Callforniu Free and Clingstone
Pearlies, Faney Plums, Grapes,
Apricots, June Apples, OraiiRes,
Green
Bnnonus, Watermelons,
lea lis. JiOttuec, Young Onions,
Summer Sjuasli, Egg Plant,
Cucumbers, Sweet Corn, Tomatoes, Mangos, Green Chili.
I

Matteucci, Palladino&Go.
GROCERIES
601 W.

AND MEATS

Ttjcras. Phones

405-40- 8

Strong Brothers I
Undertakers

;

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
75.
STRONG BLK., COPPER ,',
.
AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Col. William Berser of Belen
in the city yesterday.
Harry Owens of Los duces arrived

in Albuquerque last night.
Tom .Ford of Needles, Calif., is hero
visiting his brother, T. J. Ford.
Judge George li. Craig spent yesterday in Santa Ke on legal business.
John Greenwald of Socorro was u
visitor in Albuquerque lust nighL
Harmony lodge, No. 1, 1. t). O. F.
will meet in regular session tonight.
ilr. and Mrs. It. M. Pray left yesterday morning for an overland trip
into California.
District Forester Paul G. Itedington
has gone to Santa Fe on business. Ho
will return today.
13
Mr. and Mrs. T. Thomas.
North First street, have gone to Denver to make their home.
There will be a meeting of ,dah

chapter No. 5, O. E. 8., at 8the Masonic temple this evening at
o'clock.
John A. Matson, who was employed
in the Harvey service here, has gone
to Kansas City to enlist in the army.
Born yesterduy morning to Mr. and
Mrs. liert Skinner, 506 North Twelfth
street, at St. Joseph's sanatorium, a
son.
Mrs. J. F. Armijo left yesterday for
Las Veiias to visit her daughter, who
is attending the normal school of that
city.
Mr. and Mrs. U Chcsebro and Bon
of Dalles, N. M., were in Albuquerque
yesterday. They left for home lust

night.
J. S. Burkey of Helen arrived in
Albuquerque last night to Join Mrs.
Hurkey who Is ill at a sanatorium
here.

F. W. DeWolff, son of Mrs. Elsie
DeWolff Anderson left last night for
Kan Diego, Calif., to enlist In the band
of the navy.
Frank Hubbell returned last night
from Socorro county where he has
been on a visit. Ho says range conditions are favorable.
J. P. Romero and family of 501
South First street, left yesterday for
n extended visit in Mountainair and
the Kstancia valley.
vlrs. B. M. Williams has returned
from Denver and southwestern Kansas, where she has been visiting for
the past two months.
Albuquerque Camp No. 1, W. O. W.,
will hold a regular meeting tonight In
the W. O. W. hall. Light refreshments will be served.
H. F. Williams, tool room foreman
Rt the local shops, returned here last
night. His father, James A. Williams,
is improving in health.
The Mizpah sewing clnss of th
Sunday sehooli Willi
Congregational
meet tonight at the home of Mrs. W.
Byrd, 504 North Fourth street.
Harry Fluke, a ranchman on the

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

Cebolla, is in the city on business. He
will return to his ranch Saturday.
Harry resided in Albuquerque yeurt
ago.
Frank Harris, cashier of the First
National hunk, and daughter, who
were at the Jrmez Springs the past
three weeks, returned to the city yesterday.
Miss Alma Frledc,
stenographer
for the Chamber of Commerce, left
lust night for San Kiuncisc to visit her
sister.
She will be away several
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Baxter of Melrose, N. M., after a stay of a week at
the Jemez Springs, returned to the
city yesterday afternoon. They will
visit relatives here a few days before
continuing on to Melrose.
Mrs. B. M. Wiliams has returned
from Denver and points In south,
western Kansas where she was visiting for the last two months. She
says the wheat crop In Kansas is better than it has been for the last three
years.
Private John H. Dale of the El Puso
recruiting office, who is making Al-a
tour of the district, will arrive in
buquerque next week on a recruiting
trip. He probably will speak at the
theaters here on the advantages oi
army life.
Word has been received here from
.Mrs. Isaac Earth to the efftct that her
Mrs.
called
mother, whose illness
Barth to Richmond, Ind., had died
and was buried In Richmond Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Barth will return here
July 27.
Lynn H. Fox, secretary of the Y.
M. C. A. will leave Tuesday for Esten
Park, Colo., to take a two weeks'
summer course. The course will deal
with the best methods city associations should pursue during and after
the war. The sending of Mr. Fox
was authorized by the board of directors at their meeting Wednesday
night.
W ft. 8

CLUB FAVORS

OF

MADE YESTERDAY

ACTION

COTTONWOOD TREES
Adoption of resolutions favoring the
action of the Chamber of Commerce to
g
trees and to
cut all
push the plun for paving the city
streets, formed the chief order of
business at the noon luncheon of the
Rotary club yesterday.
The resolution regarding the cutting
g
of the
trees was Intro
duced by and a motion for its passage
mude by A. B. McMillen. The motion
was seconded by Dr. Leroy 8. PcterB
and adopted without discussion. Mem
tiers of the club believed the paving
of the streets could be accomplished
by spreading the cost over a long
period of time.
Private W. E. Collinge of Canada's
"Fighting Seventh" was the speaker
for the day and told of many atrocities practiced by the Huns. I. s.
vice president of the club,
presided in the absence of John Milne,
president, who is In Silver City on
school work. Guests of the club were
Dr. R. F. Petit, W. P. Metcalf and J.
B. Herndon, Jr.
cotton-bearin-

cotton-bearin-

PARK PROJECT ENDORSED
BY CARPENTERS' UNION

Mrs. Piedad Savera de Candelarla
yesterday delivered the ninth tract ol
land to the city for the proposed Rio
Grand park. The tract lies along the
extension of West Hazeldine avenue,
and adjoins the tract given by Judge
Herbert F. Ruynolds last week. On
the north it apjoins the Nuaneo and
Springer tracts. It has a river frontfeet,
age of one hundred and forty-tw- o
and is six hundred feet deep from tho
river.
Mrs. Candelarla is a well known
resident of Burelas and has two sons
holding responsible positions in the
railroad shops.
Rafael Garcia and J. A. Garcia y
Sanchez acted as a committee representing the city and the Chamber of
Commerce to thank Mrs. Candelarla
d
for her
The
donation.
city commissioners
yesterday exthemselves
as
pressed
highly gratified
with the progressive spirit of the citizens of Barellas in being the first to
with the city in establish
ing the proposed park. "Barelas has
done itself proud, and is setting an ex
ample for the whole community," is
the general verdict of park enthusiasts
mrougnoul the city.
Public Interest in the park is grow.
Ing every day, according to reports at
tne offices of the Chamber of Com
merce. Those who have donated lands
are not resting on their honors, but
are working actively to puBh the park
10 prompt anu complete success.
public-spirite-

E. C. Abbott, commander of
the military police at Camp Kearny,
Calif., and formerly commander of the
First New Mexico infantry, when the
latter unit was stationed here, was in
Albuquerque yesterday. According to
Colonel Abbott the New Mexico sol
diera at the camp are in good spirits
and getting along fine.
Colonel Abbott has Just completed
the training of 6,000 California re
cruits In preliminary tactics, an honor
assigned to him besides his regular
duties.' He left yesterday afternoon on
train No. 2 for Santa Fe to visit his
father. He has more than 5,000. men
under his command at the camp.
Col.

8TRiIbT0

Santa Barbara cemetery. Fred
Don't neglect the Two-Bitwill be ln charge. ,
Cross Club, Join today.
w. a 8.
W. . 8.
Orders taken rot service Ban. Don't
neglect too "Two-BitWomen of American Army, SSI Wert
Ciuei flUk ?0il toOnj,
tt

Red

"

-

LL

Jemez Auto Line

Presents

Leaving; every Monday morning. Extra trips made with

THEDA
BARA

three or more passengers.
For information call

property.

FRANK SCOTTI

IN

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

"The Rose
of Blood"

George Roslington

his dcalli would remove from
your land one of the chief Instruments of oppression, one of
the hands which bore heavy on
the iKTpIo?
This is undoubtedly one of the
best pictures ever made.

Pay""your
Red Cross dues. This
a duty you should not
neglect.
YOUR liAULiNGBT TONS

Engineers Appraise Procrty.

The appraisal of the proper. y of the
water company was done by two engineers representing the city Capt
James N. Gladding, former city engineer of Albuquerque, and J. M
Black, of Black and Veatch, of Kansas City, and one engineer. F. p. Woy,
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
of Denver, representing the Watei
Supply company. By agreement be- Phono 030.
tween the city and the water company, Chief Justice R. H. Hanna, of
GENTRY'S EGGS
the supreme court, was authorized to
y
select an engineer to act as arbitraHawkins, Skinner, Champion,
tor In the appraisal. Judge Hanna seand Son ,Ioho Market; 65c dozen.1
lected Wynkoop Kicrsted, of Liberty,
Mo. Meetings of the appraisers were
held in Albuquerque and in Kansas
City. The value of the property of
the company as announced by the ap
praisers after their final meeting, was
The city had agreed, how$453,591.
-- W. 8.
ever, to pay not to exceed $400,000 for
the plunt. This resulted in Mr. McLivery and saddle horses. Trimble's
Millen, sole owner of the property. In Red Barn.
donating to the city tho excess of
u-- $53,591 of the $400,000.
c
jpruiger nas
Appraisal of . the property of the
Some Cheap
company was conducted on the basis!
of average prices for ten years .pre.
Dirt
ceding the date of the first meeting
of tho experts. It is believed that the
BITTNEWH0USER00MS
city could not duplicate the water
plant at this time for less than one
2
S10
South First. Phone 221.
million dollars.
C'on-ro-

JointhV "TWBit"

Red Cross club. You are
needed.

.j:

Would you kill your husband if

Draw

own

your

after yon have seen

conclusion

Also a

THEDA BARA

Two-Re-

Keystone Comedy

el

in "The Snow Cafe"

FORD STERLING
Time of Shows
1
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It.

1:00,

U

Matinee,
Nights, 6 to

:15. 8:00. 0:15

:!.", 4:30,

Children 5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

to 6
11

COMING SUNDAY

Lee Kids in "WE SHOULD WORRY"

THEATER
B
LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
PARAMOUNT PERFECTION AND A UTCRA FT
WE SHOW THEM ALL.

THE BEST MADE

r

K0BIELA & PUTNICK

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

Pauline
Frederick
IN

TAILORS
Riilid

made

to order

for ladip.

,

$La Tosca"

nd

Rents. Fitting nnd workmanship guarPrlcea reasonable. Cleaning,
anteed.
The United States civil service
N. T. Armijo
prensinff and repairing.
commission announces open competi
Building, corner Second and Central.
tive examinations as follows:
Phon 628.
List No. 1 Examinations In which
competitors are not assembled, but
are rated upon the subjects of education, training and experience and
NEW AND MODERN
corroborative evidence.
Application!1
SERVICE
for these examinations are received
at any time:
to the
and
Rates
Attention
Special
Inspector of textile fabrics (male),
Traveling Public
,
$1,200 to $1,800.
Messenger (male). $600 to $720.
Skilled laborer (male), $600 to $720.
Watchman (male), $600 to $720.
List No. 2 Examinations in which
H. 8. HALL, Owner and Manager
competitors are not assembled, but
Magdalena, New Mexico
for which applications must be filled
Hotel's Free Auto Meets all Trains
by the dates specified:
August 13 Statistician and econoSTEAM
HEATED, ELECTRIC
mist for vocational education and VoLIGHTED, VACUUM
cational rehabilitation (male), $.1,000
CLEANED
to $3,500; assistant analytical chemist and mineralologlst (male). S 1.800
to $2,400; assistant mineral technologist (male), $1,320 to $1,800; Junior
metallurgist (male), $1.0x0 to $t,500.
August 20 Assistant in agricultural technology qualified rs instrument maker (male), $1,200 to $1,800:
special agent for agricultural education (male), $3,000 to $3,500; special
agent for home economics education
(female). $3,000; special agent for
trade or industrial education (male).
$3,000 to $3,500; chauffeur (male and
DP, KING. SPECIALIST
female), $720 to $900.
List No. 3 Examination In which Will be In ills office Thursday, Frifor day, Saturday and Sunday this week.
competitors will be assembled
scholastic tests:
West Central Avenue. Phone
508
685 for Appointments.
Every Tuesday Stenographer-typewrite
(male and
female), $900 to

HOTEL HALL

SARDOL'S
VICTORIEN
MASTERPIECE.

Extra Added Attraction

Fatty Arbuckle
IN
A

FARCE

SCREAMING

"ROUGH HOUSE"
treat man has said: "I.uiitfli
and LI'c Irfns," no we nay:
"See this comedy and live
A

.10c

to 6 Admission
6 to 11
1

Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

EYES

FITTED
RIGHT

in Garden Trucks
Bargain
Make a Ton Truck With Your Ford Car
Smith

Form-A-Truck-

Direct from Manufacturers, at
Manufacturers' Cost.

s.

$250 EACH,

August

10

S. fl.
CARD OF THANKS.
Mrs. Anna Pierce vshes to thank
her many friends, particularly Mr. ann
Mrs. George H. Wheeler and Mrs. Anna Phelps, for their kindness In hei
hour of trial and distress at the death
of her husband, Rev. Robert L. Pierce,
of New Hampton, Mo., whose deatb
occurred here Tuesday afternoon, July
16.

W. 8. ft.

Bryant's Delivery
FOR
SERVICE

Phone 501.

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace

Your Ford car and thi8
truck.
a
makes
complete one-to- n
tachment

C. M. BARBER

215 West Gold Ave.

Phone 321

That Broken

Window
Glass.
LUMBER
CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phone 421.

WANTED
Man and wife to help on dairy
ranch; If competent can take
charge. Splendid opportunity.
J. 8. BERKEY, Belen, N. M.

WANTED

HAY FEVER

Its alleviation and curs, by my
combined treatments of OsteopaBurgery.
thy. Medicine and Flrger
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 658. Residence, SIS

Experienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
mont In city. Apply Postofflte Bos
209, City.

USED CAR SALE

The Real Hoover Candy

Look Over the List You May
Find Just What Yon Want. '
Ono Overland Touring
,
6 passenger
$100
Overland
One
Touring,
$275
One Overland Roadster. ,. .$150
One Bulck Touring,

imocoiaie snop unocoiatea

DR.

.

MARRON
Phone

8S1--

GRIMSHAWS

ALONSO

121 K WEST CENTRAL

--

Second and Central
"Grlmabaw Wants to See Ton" 4

.

7-

paasenger

WANTED.

he chairman of the Membership com
mlttee. No. 1MI.W.

Fifteen younp; men for
buglers for Railway Regiment. Apply ""

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE MT
FREE CALL
DELIVER!
AND

FRED K. ELLIS,

BATCH'S OLD STAlfD

$1
suitFxleaned,
Four suits pressed $1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
.
Deliver. PfKMM

ARMIJO's' TAXI LINE

jronr service, day
itrates
or the hour,

at-

I have four at this price.

QUICK
22S West Copper,

Persons who wlan en renew or take
out memberships In the Red Cross
an do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson Jk Co. Grlnishaw't
or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning

ulght-fh- eao

COMPLETE

F.o.b. Albuquerque

$1,200.

Red and
.

House of High Class Pictures and Music

N. M.

Bunking In importance with the action of the citizens of Albuquerque ln
authorizing a public debt of $400,000
for water supply bonds, were the apPhone 128
Sturges Hotel
praisal of the property of the plant by
experts; the actual issuance of th
bonds by the city council of the Henry
Westerfeld administration; the bringing of a friendly suit ln the district
court below ty Judge Reynolds; the
successful outcome of the litigation
in the supreme court in nn opinion
by Justice Ci J. Roberts, concurred In
by Chief Justice Hanna and Justice
persons wishing to enlist In the
Parker. The bond attorneys for the All
British or Canadian forces are reWater Supply company, in examining
quested to call on tho undersigned.
the bond issue, pointed out certain defects and recommended the institution
British Cniiailiaii Recruiting
of a friendly suit for the purpose ol
Mission
determining the legality or illegality
of the securities. This necessitated the
filing of the suit by the city, asking specific performance of the contract of November 20, 107, by the
Resident Officer
Water Supply company. The answer
of the water company pointed out the
defects. The transcript of record In
B. M. WILLIAMS
the case contained 172 printed page,
while the printed briefs of the attorDentist
neys for the city and water company, Rooms 1 and S. Whiting Building
filed In the supreme court contained
Phone No. 084.
a total of eighty-nin- e
Corner Second and Gold.
pages. The opinion of Justice Roberts, affirming the
decision of the court and sustaining
"Two-Bit- "
the validity of the bonds issue, contained thirty-fiv- e
typewritten pages
is

Two large cars

"

TODAY AND TOMORROW

WILLIAM FOX

ployes of the Water Supply companj
will be retained for the present in the
city water department and that the
water service will continue to be operated for the benefit of the people of
the city without any interruption ot
change of any kind. Pending the appointment of a, new city manager, has
consented at the request of the city
commission to continue temporarily
the executive management ol th i

Railway mail clerk
(male), $1,100.
August 21 Editorial clerk (male
and female), $1,200 to $1,600; laboratory aid (female). $840 to $1,000; lay
Inspector, grade I (male), $966; vet
erinary (male), $1,500..
information and application blanks
may he obtulnert from H. V. Fasan.
COLONirrBBOrTHERE
local secretary, Albuquerque, N. M
or C. L. Knvder. district secretary.
ON WAY TO SANTA FE postoffico building, San Francisco.

A resolution
endorsing the proposed Rio Grande park was adopted
by members of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners ol
America, local union No. 1319, at
their meeting in the Odd Fellows' hall
last night. The resolution follows;
"Whereas; Our county and city officials are working in conjunction
with tho Chamber of Commerce for
the establishing a city park along the
bank of the Rio Grande',
CHAR gITm A N
"Therefore be It Resolved: That
SHIP LIQUOR TO 0KLA.
this Carpenters union endorse the
park proposition and pledge ourselves
individually to do all de can In the
was arrested by
O. S. Singleton
way of boosting for said park.'
United States authorities here Wednes
on
a
day night
charge of attempting
He
to send liquor into Oklahoma.
DEATHSAND FUnIrALS
waived preliminary hearing and was
fedbound over to await action of the
Ygnaclo Murphy.
eral grand Jury.
Ygnaclo Murphy, 25 years old, died
Acoording to the authorities, Singleat his home ln Old Albuquerque yes- ton attempted to send a case, which
Is
survived
He
by he said contained pottery to Sapulpa,
terday morning.
a wife. Funeral services will be held Okla. The authorities claim the case
In San Felipe church at 9 o'clock tocontained liquor.
morrow morning.
Burial will be ln
Crol-lo-

LA SALLE RANCH
Phono Red 2

OPEN CIVIL? SERVICE
EXAMS ARE ANNOUNCED

IT

OF C. OF C. TO CUT

opportunity to get their supply of
cherries, and as all our crop Is sold
out, we thank them for their patronage.

One Overland Touring

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See '
JOURNAL

.$250.00
passenger
One Ford Touring.
.$400
One Dodge Touring
$250
BARGAINS
AMONG
MANY
AND
THE ABOVE. CALL
LOOK THEM OVER

Are

Farm Labor Agent

MORNING

OFFICE

6-

.........
......

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

.....$$50
-

I

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone 710.

CO.

D
518-51-

5.

W. Central.

X

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

DRESSMAKERS
FOR SALE A good business,
furniture and sewing machines.
Downtown location.
PHONE 1780

Gallop Lomp
Cerrlllos Lump

.

'

HahnCoal Co.
PHONE $1

t;'-i'--- ,

S

aXlHBACITlE, ALL SOSSt STEAM COAUi JiM
JX,
Cord
Wood.
Ltme.
Native
Wood,
KtadUoc.
Factory

Coke, Mint Wood.
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